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Interruption interference refers to significant decreases in performance that occur
following task interruption. Evidence has suggested that practicing recovering from
interruptions can reduce interruption interference as measured by the time required for
resuming the interrupted task. Conflicting evidence, however, has indicated that
interruption practice might only improve resumption for the practiced primary and
interrupting task-pair. The studies within this dissertation utilize a transfer paradigm to
resolve this conflict and determine whether or not interruption resumption practice in one
task-pair context can benefit interruption resumption in a novel task-pair context.
A new theory, Interruption Recovery Goal, defines the mechanisms of
interruption handling skill acquisition and transfer as production consolidation that
facilitates the storage and maintenance, via rehearsal, of the pre-interruption task state, as
well as any planned action sequences, for retrieval after the interruption. The first two
reported studies provided evidence that interruption handling skill for one task-pair
context transferred to a novel task-pair when one (first study) or both (second study) tasks
in the context changed. The third study supported theories that have defined the
mechanism of interruption handling skill as an improvement to primary task goal state

and action sequence memory, rather than reconstruction, by showing that resumption
times improved even when the onscreen display of the primary task’s target state was
removed at resumption. This study also supported the task-general view of interruption
handling skill by providing evidence that interruption handling skill acquisition and
transfer did not strongly relate to primary task skill acquisition and transfer. The fourth
study tested for interruption handling skill transfer across novel interruption contexts
when interruption duration, the availability of pre-interruption rehearsal, or both differed
at transfer. The results showed resumption time improvements across interruption
contexts, indicating that rehearsal and retrieval mechanisms vital for interruption
resumption remained similar across contexts for skill transfer. Although further research
is needed to understand the extent to which this transfer is fully task-general, the theory
supported by these studies provides new directions for the study of interruption handling
skill and has implications for the development of training methods for reducing
interruption interference in high-risk workplaces.
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INTERRUPTIONS AND INTERRUPTION INTERFERENCE
The events of an ordinary day in the life of an imaginary actor, Thomas,
demonstrate common interruption events. While having a conversation with his close
friend, Thomas's phone rings. Suspecting that it is an important call from work, Thomas
answers the call. Later, while researching online the information that his boss called
about, an advertisement for a new line of toys pops up. Uninterested, Thomas clicks the
ad away. After returning from his long day at the office, Thomas decides to cook his
favorite meal. While draining some boiling water into the sink, a billow of steam sets off
the smoke detector overhead. Thomas immediately rushes to fan the steam away, worried
that the noise might alarm the neighbors.
After each interruption, Thomas would have likely noticed himself having
difficulty returning to his primary task. Evidence has shown that performance on the
primary task following an interruption is slower and more inaccurate than non-interrupted
performance (Hodgetts & Jones, 2006; Monk, Trafton, & Boehm-Davis, 2008, Trafton,
Altmann, Brock, & Mintz, 2003). For example, Thomas had to ask his friend to remind
him what they were talking about before he answered the phone. Similarly, Thomas
found himself briefly re-entering searches that he had already performed after being
interrupted by the ad. After silencing his smoke detector, Thomas also noticed himself
pausing to look around at the state of his kitchen in order to remember what he needed to
1

do next to finish cooking his meal. The performance decrements (i.e., errors and slowed
performance) that Thomas experiences when resuming the primary task after each
interruption are a behavioral phenomenon collectively termed "interruption interference"
and imply that resuming from an interruption is hindered by limitations in the cognitive
system. Identifying the mechanisms of interruption interference has been a mainstay of
interruption research to date.
Each of these everyday examples of interruptions and interruption interference
involve very different tasks, but they share features that are common to all interruption
events. First, each example establishes that one task was ongoing (i.e., having a
conversation, performing a web search, and cooking dinner), and that Thomas intended to
complete these tasks. Second, the onset of the new task (i.e., answering the phone,
removing the pop-up ad, or waving steam away from the smoke detector) occurred before
the initial (primary) task goal had completed, forcing Thomas to suspend an incomplete
task goal in favor of performing the new (interrupting) task goal.
Although only a few examples from Thomas's day are provided, interruptions and
interruption interference occur frequently during a typical day. For an average individual
like Thomas, interruption interference can regularly hinder performance, leading to
unnecessary time loss, errors, and frustration. Interruption frequency is also a regular
occurrence in many high-risk work environments. For example, in a naturalistic
observation study of medical physicians, 30 observed physicians were interrupted 40
times or more on average within 180 minute observation periods (Chrisholm, Collison,
Nelson, & Cordell, 2000). Similarly, from naturalistic observations of over 60 Boeing
737 flight crews, Loukopoulos, Dismukes, and Barshi (2003) documented several pre2

flight incidents linked to intrusions into the pre-flight procedure by both external sources
(e.g., control tower personnel) and internal sources (i.e., correcting a calculation) that
happen on a regular basis. In environments that are as high-risk as flight control and
emergency medicine, an ill-timed interruption can have disastrous results. Therefore,
developing methods for mitigating interruption interference has arguably become the
applied goal of research into interruption handling behavior. By understanding how
cognitive mechanisms lead to interruption interference, strategies for adjusting
interruption handling behavior can be recommended, such as actively deferring
interruptions to moments when primary task performance does not need conflicting
cognitive processing or developing effective rehearsal strategies to support primary task
recovery through interruption handling practice. Given that many interruptions, such as
the phone call Thomas received from work, cannot be deferred without undesirable
consequences, interruption handling practice offers a more general method of reducing
interruption interference.
Currently, few studies have provided empirical evidence for the effectiveness of
interruption training. Although some studies have reported decreases in interruption
interference after repeated exposure to interruptions (Trafton et al., 2003; Cades et al.,
2006), it is not clear whether interruption handling skills can be acquired that can benefit
performance in a way that generalizes beyond the task context (i.e., primary task or
primary/interrupting "task-pair") in which they were acquired (Cades et al., 2011). In
order to advance training techniques or system designs, it is necessary to understand how
the cognitive system responds to interruptions and adapts to interruption interference over
time. Therefore, the series of studies presented as part of this dissertation explore the
3

nature of interruption handling skill acquisition and, in particular, the transferability of
interruption handling skill to novel task sets.
Interruption handling skill acquisition is, by definition, a change in behavior to
counteract interruption interference effects on primary task performance, but it is unclear
how these changes alleviate the cognitive conflicts that lead to interruption interference.
Therefore, the remainder of this chapter will review the body of literature that has
explored the cognitive sources of interruption interference, with the goal of describing
how interruption interference manifests in the cognitive system. Chapter 2 will then
review the existing evidence for interruption handling skill acquisition, exploring: the
mechanisms of the skill, how the skill alleviates interruption interference, and relevant
theories predicting how and when such a skill can transfer to novel situations.
Interruption Context
Although common in everyday tasks, each interruption has a unique set of
features (e.g., duration and onset immediacy) that constitute that interruption's "context,"
and the amount of interruption interference that occurs can change depending on
differences between interruption contexts. Figure 1 illustrates the subset of interruption
contexts examined in this dissertation that have the following required features for
exploring interruption interference and interruption handling skill acquisition, including:
1.) an onset event in which the incomplete primary task goal is suspended and an
interrupting task goal is started, 2.) observable performance (e.g., the completion of at
least one subgoal) of the interrupting task occurs before resuming the primary task, and
3.) immediate primary task resumption. The cognitive implications of these features,
discussed later, are presumed to affect interruption handling behavior across interruption
4

contexts and to predictably interact with constituent task demands (i.e., task difficulty).
Interruption contexts in which the primary task is never resumed or in which the
interrupting task is an internal (and not observable) are not addressed directly by the
theories developed as part of this dissertation's thesis.

Figure 1.

Example Interruption Context

Interruption contexts include resumption of the suspended primary task after performance
on the interrupting task. This type of interruption context is central to the examination of
interruption interference in this and other studies.
Interruption Interference
Goal encoding and retrieval
Over the past two decades, interruption interference research has developed a
theory that explains that performance decrements following primary task resumption
arise from memory encoding and retrieval failures for task goals (Altmann & Trafton,
2002). Given the general interruption context illustrated in Figure 1, memory-based
explanations for interruption interference have face validity, because interruptions entail
primary task suspension and ensuing interrupting task performance before resuming the
primary task, meaning that primary task information must be stored for later retrieval.
Behaviorally, memory-based theories would predict that failing to retrieve the most
5

recent progress on the suspended task procedure would lead to repeated or even skipped
actions. In extreme cases, interruption interference can also result in forgetting the
intention to resume the primary task after performing the interrupting task, leading to
resumption failure in critical environments (Dodhia & Dismukes, 2009). To understand
how goal encoding and retrieval relate to interruption interference, and by extension how
they might be improved, it is first important to understand the converging theory that
underlies many contemporary models of interruption interference.
ACT-R
Most of the currently available predictive theoretical models of interruption
interference behavior have been instantiated within the ACT-R cognitive architecture.
ACT-R represents the cognitive system as a set of modules that each represents cognitive
sub-systems that have been empirically associated with neuronal activity in specific
cortical networks (Anderson, 2007). For example, ACT-R contains modules for stimulus
perception (e.g., visual module and auditory module) and response actions (e.g., motor
module). Processing within a module is assumed to occur in parallel, representing the
interconnectedness of neurons within these structures. Modules communicate with each
other via a series of buffers that store temporary copies of information retrieved from the
modules. Information encoded into a buffer becomes immediately accessible for use in
physical or cognitive actions. To account for physical and cognitive resource limitations,
such as the fact that two calls to use the same motor action cannot physically be
completed simultaneously, ACT-R also assumes that each buffer can only contain a
single chunk of information at a time. Updating chunks in a buffer requires processes for
retrieving the chunk and then encoding it into the buffer, which take time and effort. In
6

this way, the modular structure of the ACT-R architecture provides constraints to the
behavioral predictions made by contemporary models of interruption interference.
The properties of the goal buffer are also of particular interest to interruption
handling behavior. When performing a task, ACT-R begins by placing a goal chunk into
the goal buffer. Goal chunks in ACT-R represent the intention to complete a task and
serve as a global cue to initiate associated procedures in the procedural module.
Procedures, represented as if/then rules (i.e., productions), contain contextual cues that
direct the system to perform associated actions such as retrieving declarative information
(i.e., accessible knowledge) from the declarative module or updating the current
representation of the task state in the problem state buffer. Goals only leave the goal
buffer once a production flags a task as being complete and calls for the goal buffer to be
updated. In early iterations of ACT-R, removing a goal from the goal buffer would
automatically trigger a process for repopulating the buffer with the next available goal,
which was assumed to be stored in a specialized goal "stack" (Anderson and Lebiere,
1998). The functionality of the goal stack held that only one goal could be encoded into
the goal buffer at a single time and that goals did not leave the goal stack until
productions actively removed them. This latter feature of the goal stack granted ACT-R
perfect goal memory, meaning that goals in the stack were not susceptible to memory
phenomena such as retrieval failures. Without the ability to predict goal memory failures,
early ACT-R models had no means to explain why goals might fail to be resumed
following interruptions.
Normally, ACT-R operates within the parameters of an activation-based theory of
memory, in which each chunk encoded into long-term memory (LTM) possesses
7

activation that is directly related to the likelihood that the item can be successfully
retrieved from LTM (Anderson, 2007). ACT-R determines that a chunk is appropriate for
retrieval if it has the most activation at the time a retrieval process is initiated. Contextual
information that has previously been associated with the chunk (i.e., retrieval cues) stored
in a buffer at the time of the retrieval process can increase the base activation of the
chunk, increasing its chances of being retrieved. Once retrieved, a temporary copy of the
chunk is made and encoded into a buffer where it can be used to perform various actions.
Successful retrievals, in turn, increase the base activation of the chunk and its retrieval
cues in LTM, improving its chances for future retrievals. Without intermittent retrievals
(i.e., rehearsal) or sufficient retrieval cues, however, an item's activation decreases over
time until it falls below a retrieval threshold, below which the chunk becomes difficult or
impossible for the system to accurately retrieve.
Acknowledging the inconsistencies between the early ACT-R goal buffer
(Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) and the activation-based memory theory that underlies the
functionality of the retrieval buffer, Anderson and Douglass (2001) explored the
possibility that goals and subgoals also exist as chunks stored in memory and that they
possess activation that determines the likelihood that they can be successfully retrieved.
Specifically, Anderson and Douglass (2001) hypothesized that longer amounts of time
between a goal's or subgoal's encoding and its retrieval would result in longer retrieval
times. Participants in their study were trained to implement a subgoaling strategy while
performing the Tower of Hanoi task, in which each subgoal equated to moving a disc into
its final location. Often, multiple moves were required to complete a subgoal in the
Tower of Hanoi, because the rules prevented moving multiple discs at a time and also
8

prevented placing larger discs on top of smaller discs. Given the rules of the task, a disc
might be blocked from moving directly to its final location by one or more other discs.
Anderson and Douglass (2001) predicted that if subgoals are susceptible to retrieval
failures, then longer intermediate action sequences would increase the amount of time to
retrieve a subgoal once all blocking discs had been removed. The results of the study
showed that longer intermediate action sequences did relate to longer subgoal retrieval
times. This finding supported the idea that each generated subgoal received activation
when encoded into LTM and that the duration of intermediate actions allowed the
activation of any subgoal not encoded in the goal buffer to decrease, resulting in longer
retrieval times. Based on these findings, more recent iterations of the ACT-R architecture
have updated the functionality of the goal buffer such that goals that leave the buffer
enter into LTM and are subject to activation-based memory phenomena (Anderson,
2007), which has in turn influenced the behavioral predictions of models instantiated
within the architecture.
Additional updates to ACT-R's goal buffer have also attempted to explain how
concurrently active goals might interact within the theoretical constraints of ACT-R. By
allowing for the goal buffer to store multiple goal chunks, the Threaded Cognition model
predicted that concurrent goal performance depends on the amount of overlapping
resource demands between each goal encoded into the goal buffer (Salvucci & Taatgen,
2008). Although Threaded Cognition assumed that multiple goals can be active
concurrently, it also established that goals can only exhibit perfect time-sharing
performance so long as they did not possess overlapping demands for cognitive resources
(e.g., perceptual, motor, etc.). To this end, goals, according to Threaded Cognition, share
9

resources in a manner in which a goal will monopolize a resource until its productions
release it, at which point the resource will be immediately reallocated to a different active
goal. Goal progress can be stalled until the goal gains access to the necessary resources.
Outside of physical or perceptual resources, concurrent goal performance has
been thought to be hindered when both goals require the storage of temporary task state
representations in a limited-capacity resource called the “problem state” (Borst, Taatgen,
& van Rijn, 2010). Within ACT-R, the problem state resource maps onto the imaginal
buffer, which stores temporary information that is used for data transformations during
problem solution. For example, tasks such as responding to emails or answering an
instant message might require multiple updates to problem state information as an
individual formulates appropriate written responses. Evidence has shown that participants
who were interrupted with instant messages while performing an email-response primary
task, which required browser searches to develop the appropriate response, tended to
defer the interruption until after the current email was completed, after selecting a new
email, or after sending a response rather than switching during the browser search or
response generation (Salvucci & Bogunovich, 2010). This finding indicated that problem
state demand conflicts during the interruptions were noticeable enough that participants
actively deferred the instant messaging interruption onsets to avoid periods when the
participants needed to store information for the next action in the email procedure. In
situations when the interrupting task cannot be deferred, the temporary primary task state
representation maintained by the problem state resource is assumed to be lost when the
buffer becomes populated by the representation of the interrupting task.

10

Memory for Goals
Consistent with ACT-R's activation-based retrieval theory and building from the
findings of Anderson and Douglass (2001), Altmann and Trafton (2002) developed the
Memory for Goals model, which underlies many predictions about the relationship
between degree of interruption interference and the activation of goal state
representations in memory at time of retrieval. The central prediction of Memory for
Goals is that goals and subgoals are items encoded in LTM and that they lose activation
over time unless strengthened via rehearsal or retrieval into the goal buffer. They
hypothesized that having more opportunities to strengthen goal and subgoal activation
prior to the interruption relates to shorter, more accurate retrieval times at primary task
resumption, arguing that higher levels of activation would allow the goal information to
remain above the retrieval threshold longer, increasing the likelihood of retrieval. They
also argued that sufficient access to retrieval cues would also determine the ability to
retrieve goal information, because retrieval cues increase the activation of associated
items in memory when encoded into a buffer, increasing the likelihood that those items
will be retrieved.
Following suit with Anderson and Douglass (2001), Altmann and Trafton (2002)
used four- and five- disc Tower of Hanoi variants to test the behavioral predictions of the
Memory for Goals model using simulated Tower of Hanoi trials. Within the Tower of
Hanoi example, Altmann and Trafton (2002) explained that the means-end solution
strategy used to solve the puzzle encodes subgoals within the larger task completion goal.
Each subgoal in Tower of Hanoi maps onto a single disc move and must receive its own
activation in memory for later retrieval. Therefore, a single subgoal chunk, expressed
11

within ACT-R, represented the disc that needed to be moved, its target location (peg),
and the rule to move the disc to the target location if no other discs blocked the move.
The physical arrangement of the discs and pegs served as visual retrieval cues for each
solution strategy subgoal by mapping directly to the move action that needed to be
retrieved. In contrast, the task completion goal was not thought to need overt rehearsal for
retrieval because each associated subgoal retrieved into the goal buffer during the meansend solution procedure would further activate the intention to complete the task, causing
the task completion goal to be overly activated during solution.
Altmann and Trafton (2002) validated Memory for Goals by fitting simulated
latency data (time between disc moves) and the commission of errors from the model to
behavioral latency and error data reported by previous studies (Anderson, Kushmerick, &
Lebiere, 1993; Anderson & Lebiere, 1998) that were collected from participants who
performed the same Tower of Hanoi variants. The model used a solution strategy for
Tower of Hanoi performance that was similar to one taught to the participants from
whom the empirical move latency and error data were gathered while also implementing
the goal-activation mechanism. The simulated latency data were found to account for
99% and 95% of the variance in the four-move and five-move Tower of Hanoi empirical
data respectively. As a check to see how much goal-activation contributed to this
performance, the authors generated a separate simulated data set using a lesioned version
of the model, which bypassed the goal activation mechanism by removing the processes
for retrieving goals. The lesioned data were found to still mostly fit the four-move Tower
of Hanoi empirical data, but the simulated five-disc data only accounted for 52% of the
variance in the empirical data, showing that the latency on most trials was overestimated
12

when the model could not retrieve subgoals. The goal-activation mechanism in the model
was likewise capable of simulating error commissions within 10% accuracy for both
four- and five-disc performance, even fitting a pattern in which participants made more
errors in the five-disc trials than in the four-disc trials, and explaining those error
commissions as being a product of decreased subgoal memory activation following
longer intermediate action sequences. The ability of the model to fit even the decreases in
performance that occurred during five-disc trials demonstrated the explanatory power of
the goal-activation mechanism. Although not tested using interruptions, Memory for
Goals provides evidence that goals and subgoals stored in LTM lose activation over time
without periodic retrieval into the goal buffer, providing a foundation for predicting
retrieval failures that might contribute to interruption interference.
Following the seminal Memory for Goals study, additional research found
supporting evidence for a relationship between goal activation and interruption
interference. Trafton and colleagues (2003) argued that if an interruption provides littleto-no opportunities for primary task goal or subgoal rehearsal for its duration, then
strengthening activation of the primary task goal in declarative memory would have to
occur prior to switching to the interrupting task. Therefore, they hypothesized that
resumption lag, the time to make an action on the primary task following the end of an
interruption, should relate to the length of interruption lag time, which is defined as the
amount of rehearsal time available prior to interrupting task performance (e.g., Figure 2).
Interruptions with immediate onsets, which provided no advance warning and no
rehearsal time, were expected to lead to longer resumption lags for interruptions of equal
duration. In their experiment, participants performed a complex primary task (i.e., tank
13

task) that involved directing a set of tanks to attack an enemy base and required frequent
checks to track fuel, distance, targeting, and other information for successful
performance. The interrupting task was a simulated radar display (i.e., radar task) in
which participants had to visually track objects moving across the screen and provide a
friend-or-foe label to each object. Across two conditions, participants either received an
onscreen warning and an 8-s interruption lag prior to each interruption event (Warning
condition) or the screen updated to an interruption with no advance warning or delay
(Immediate condition). As expected, resumption lag times from the Warning condition
were significantly shorter than those from the Immediate condition, supporting the
argument that participants in the Warning condition were able to strengthen tank task
goal information during the interruption lag for better retrieval at resumption.

Figure 2.

Interruption Rehearsal and Resumption Timeline

This interruption timeline depicts off-line rehearsal time (Interruption Lag) and time to
make an action on the primary task following the interruption (Resumption Lag).
Supporting evidence for the relationship between the Memory for Goals goalactivation account and interruption interference have been collected from other task
14

paradigms, using the resumption lag measure as an estimate of interruption interference.
For example, Hodgetts and Jones (2003; 2006) corroborated the relationship between
interruption lag time and the length of subsequent resumption lags during Tower of
London trials, another type of disc-moving problem. In particular, Hodgetts and Jones
(2006) found that, in the Tower of London task context, changing the color of discs at
resumption so that they differed from what they had been at interruption onset resulted in
longer resumption lag times than for participants presented with consistent disc colors.
This finding supports the goal-activation account by verifying that participants associated
the visual representation of the disc positions as a retrieval cue for the goal state during
rehearsal. When the disc colors at recovery did not match the stored retrieval cues, those
cues were unable to provide activation to the subgoal to support retrieval when
attempting to resume Tower of London performance after an interruption. Additionally,
Cades and colleagues (2008) explored the effect that interrupting task complexity,
defined as the number of mental operators performed, would have on resumption lag
times. Participants in their study performed a VCR programming task, which was
interrupted by a two-digit higher/lower numerical judgment task. The "complex"
interruption manipulation was implemented by including an additional step of adding
together the two digits after making the higher/lower judgment. As expected, participants
interrupted by the complex version of the interrupting task were found to have longer
resumption lag times than participants in the normal interruption condition. According to
Memory for Goals, interruptions with more mental operators limit the amount of
processing resources available to perform primary task goal rehearsal during interrupting
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task performance, emphasizing the importance of goal strengthening when facing
everyday interruptions with unpredictable cognitive demands.
Prospective encoding and retrieval
The concepts of goal memory that have been operationalized in recent ACT-R
iterations as well as Memory for Goals have origins in prospective memory research.
Prospective memory, or the memory for delayed intentions, is the memory for tasks that
have been delayed until a time when specific requirements have been met, sharing the
key features of goal suspension and retrieval in common with interruptions. Thus,
prospective memory theories serve as a useful source for identifying the information that
might be encoded to support goal retrieval and efficient primary task recovery. Ellis
(1996) described that the successful retrieval of a prospective memory trace must
minimally include: 1.) the intention to perform the task (i.e., goal) and 2.) the retrieval
context, such as time, place, or the occurrence of other events (i.e., retrieval cues). For
example, a typical prospective memory task might involve passing along a message to a
colleague at a specific time or, more simply, the next time you see that colleague. The
encoded goal in this example is, of course, to give the colleague the message. The
retrieval cues associated with the goal are either a specific time of the day (if time-based)
or visually perceiving that colleague in the environment (if based on environmental
context). The prospective memory paradigm differs from interruption events mainly in
how the goal encoding event is initiated; prospective memory being an overt decision to
delay initializing a procedure, and interruptions being, often without overt control, the
delay of the incomplete portion of a task's procedure. However, because both share a
common need to retrieve a suspended goal at a future point in time, there is some validity
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to the idea that interruptions share the need to store not only a task goal, but also retrieval
cues that will facilitate retrieving that goal at an appropriate time (e.g., at the end of the
interrupting task). Beyond retrieving a suspended goal, interruptions differ from pure
prospective memory events, because the success of primary task resumption also depends
on reinitializing the suspended goal's procedure at the exact step when interruption onset
occurred to avoid repeating completed steps or skipping incomplete steps. To achieve this
level of retrieval precision, additional information about the state of the task at the
moment of interruption onset (i.e., goal state) and the next action or set of actions that
needs to be performed (i.e., action sequence) would also need to be encoded prior to and
maintained during interrupting task performance. Although the goal to finish the primary
task might be retrieved, failure to retrieve a sequence of actions would be expected to
result in slower resumption times as an individual rebuilds the sequence from the current
state of the task. Moreover, failing to also retrieve the representation of the goal state
would increase this resumption time even more by requiring that the goal state be
reconstructed from cues in the environment. Deconstructing the information that must be
stored during primary task suspension in this manner provides can allow for more
detailed behavioral predictions to be made to explain specific instances of interruption
interference.
Switch costs
A fundamental feature of all interruptions is, of course, the moment of onset when
an individual either chooses or is forced to suspend the incomplete primary task to
perform the interrupting task. Evidence has shown that onset suddenness can have a
significant impact on interruption recovery (Trafton et al., 2003). Evidence has also
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demonstrated that rapid switches to new tasks result in slower reaction times even when
the switch occurs after completing the previous task (Wylie & Allport, 2000). These
increases to reaction time (switch costs) have been described as a conflict that arises
when both tasks' stimulus-response mappings are partially primed in working memory
(WM; Mayr, 2003). Presumably, any rapid switch to the interrupting task would incur a
switch cost at the beginning of interrupting task performance. Switch costs can also be
expected to limit recovery speed during primary task resumption in cases where the
switch back to the primary task occurs immediately following the interrupting task,
meaning that they would contribute to the interruption interference effect. However,
switch costs are relatively small (e.g., ~500ms – 900ms; Wylie & Allport, 2000) reaction
time increases and do not fully account for the magnitude of speed and accuracy
decrements that interruption interference incurs during resumption or for the seconds and
minutes of primary task performance following resumption. For instance, resumption lag
times are generally measured on the order of seconds (e.g., average of 4-6s; Trafton et al.
2003), whereas switch costs last only several hundred milliseconds. Where applicable,
switch costs are likely additive with interruption interference effects from other cognitive
processes and might serve as a limit to the amount of resumption lag time improvement
that interruption handling skill acquisition can be expected to accomplish.
Interpreting Resumption Lag
Resumption lag has served as the primary measure of interruption interference in
many contemporary studies that link goal-activation to interruption interference. In most
of these studies, and according to the Memory for Goals model, resumption lag estimates
interruption interference by measuring the amount of time required for the primary task
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goal or subgoal to be retrieved from memory and placed into the goal buffer. Due to these
empirical and theoretical precedents, each of the studies including in this document also
use resumption lag as their primary interruption lag measure. However, it is also
important to note the limitations that resumption lags have as a tool for discriminating
cognitive processes.
In previous research, resumption lag has been interpreted to be a measure of goal
retrieval time when resuming incomplete primary tasks. Most paradigms utilizing
resumption lag have been designed to rapidly switch participants from the interrupting
task back to the primary task, meaning that a fraction (i.e., between 500ms and 900ms) of
resumption lag time could represent task switch costs. Resumption lag, of course, does
not provide enough detailed evidence to determine exactly where switch costs end and
other processes, such as goal retrieval, might begin. Additionally, retrieval processes are
not guaranteed to be the only, or even a part of, every resumption event. If primary task
goal activation falls below the retrieval threshold, then processes to reconstruct that
information must take over in order to recover that information, including: scanning the
environment for useful cues to rebuild the relevant subgoal, retracing procedural steps
from the most recent, retrievable sub-goal, or restarting the procedure from the beginning
(Salvucci & Taatgen, 2011). It can be assumed that reconstruction, which involves
multiple processes, will lead to slower resumption times than a single, successful goal
retrieval. However, partial retrieval cases, such as when a previously completed subgoal
is retrieved, might involve both reconstruction and retrieval for complete resumption.
Resumption lag does not provide the precision to discern when switch cost, goal retrieval
or goal reconstruction processes contribute to interruption interference within a trial.
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However, differences in resumption lag times can still be useful for estimating when
interruption handling behavior shifts from relying on unwieldy reconstruction processes
to retrieval processes across trials.

20

INTERRUPTION HANDLING SKILL ACQUISITION AND TRANSFER
The current body of research indicates that the success of goal encoding and
retrieval processes greatly contributes to the level of interruption interference that any
given interruption propagates. Therefore, it is reasonable to argue that acquiring
interruption handling skill revolves around optimizing these processes. The ACT-R
architecture and Memory for Goals model provide broad theoretical constraints within
which the mechanisms of interruption recovery skill acquisition can occur, but there has
been little work to develop a functional model of these mechanisms. Indeed, the small
body of research that has explored interruption recovery skill has primarily been invested
in determining if such a skill can be acquired and whether or not the skill can generalize
across task contexts. The conclusions based on the collected data have been
contradictory, possibly due to a lack of direct theoretical prediction. This chapter will
review the existing evidence concerning interruption recovery skill acquisition as well as
outlining theoretical mechanisms that can account for changes in interruption interference
as interruption recovery skill is acquired.
Practicing Interruption Handling
Much of the available literature has approached the interruption interference
mitigation problem with one of two solutions in mind: 1.) limit the number of
interruptions from the environment (Roda & Thomas, 2006; Boehm-Davis & Remington,
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2009) or 2.) equip individuals with overt interruption scheduling or deferral strategies
(McFarlane, 2002). Both of these solutions stem from the general stance that
interruptions are best handled by avoiding them entirely. Unfortunately, real-world tasks
do not always allow delays, cannot be prevented, and, quite often, divert attention either
by surprise (exogenous event) or because of internally generated priority (endogenous
event). For these interrupted moments, the third option, to improve interruption handling
through practice, becomes an enticing alternative. As such, the literature has already
begun to explore whether interruption interference can be decreased with practice and,
additionally, if any acquired skill transfers to novel tasks.
Empirical support has already suggested that practicing interruption recovery can
lead to interruption interference improvements. In their study that tested Memory for
Goals validity in an interruption setting by comparing resumption lags between Warned
and Immediate interruptions while participants performed the tank task (primary) and
radar task (interrupting), Trafton and colleagues (2003) also noted that resumption lag
times decreased across three 20 minute blocks that each included 10 interruptions.
Significant resumption lag decreases were only observed in the Immediate interruption
condition, leading the authors to conclude that the acquired skill only pertained to
interruptions that lacked interruption lags. Continuing the line of study, Cades, Trafton,
and Boehm-Davis (2006) attempted to determine if interruption recovery improvements
relied on task-specific skill acquisition or amount of exposure to interruptions. Consistent
with the experimental design from Trafton et al. (2003), Cades and colleagues (2006)
presented participants with the tank task (primary) and radar task (interrupting) in three
20 minute blocks. They compared resumption lag times across three between-subjects
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conditions. The only difference between conditions was the block in which participants
began to experience interruptions. Interruptions started in either the first, second, or third
block. The purpose of this design was to separate the amount of primary task practice
from the amount of interruption handling practice. Primary task practice effects were
reported as decreases in inter-action intervals (i.e., time between mouse clicks) made on
the primary task across trial blocks. Interruption handling practice effects were reported
as resumption lag time decreases across consecutive blocks that exposed participants to
interruptions. Interruption handling practice effects could not be observed during the
condition that did not introduce interruptions until the last block. Evidence for both
practice effects were observed in each remaining condition. All conditions also had
similar resumption lag times in the first block that presented resumption lags.
Furthermore, the decrease in resumption lag times did not relate to the amount of prior
experience with the primary task before interruptions started. If primary task practice
affected interruption handling skill, then resumption lag times in the first block with
interruptions would have been expected to be lower for conditions that had previously
received more primary task practice. For example, resumption lag times would have been
lower in the condition in which interruptions were first introduced in block 3 when
compared to the conditions that introduced interruptions in block 2 or block 1. These
results support the acquisition of interruption handling skill that is not directly related to
primary task skill. Although compelling, the conclusion drawn from these findings was
also limited by the experimental design, which consistently presented the same
interrupting task for all interruptions, creating the possibility that resumption lag
decreases might have related to interrupting task practice instead.
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The empirical evidence that supported the improvement of interrupting handling
skill also led to a new question regarding the ability to generalize interruption handling
skill to novel task situations. Following up on the previous experiments, Cades, BoehmDavis, Trafton, and Monk (2011) proposed three possible skill acquisition mechanisms
that could explain resumption lag improvements from interruption practice: 1.) taskspecific practice, 2.) task-pair practice, and 3.) task-general practice. Consistent with
previous theories of skill acquisition mechanisms (e.g., ACT-R; Anderson, 2007), the
task-specific mechanism explains resumption lag decreases as relating to the speed-up of
retrieval times for constituent primary task information that occurs as repeated exposure
to that information during practice raises the base-level activation of relevant chunks in
LTM. Because retrieving task information into a buffer also increases activation for any
related chunks in LTM, specifically the previous task state in this case, raising the baselevel activation of task information was expected to lead to faster retrieval of the previous
state of the primary task at resumption.
The task-pair practice account similarly operates based on increased familiarity
with task-specific information. In a more recent Memory for Goals model, Trafton,
Altmann, and Ratwani (2011) proposed that the cognitive system tracks the completion
of procedural steps by encoding episodic "control codes," which simply contain that a
step has been completed. Per the fundamental predictions of Memory for Goals, control
codes possess activation that decays over time. When resuming from an interruption, the
Trafton et al. (2011) model assumes that the system will retrieve the most recently
encoded control code, which has the highest activation, and then proceed with the
following step in the procedure. The task-pair practice account proposed by Cades and
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colleagues (2011) implies that repeatedly resuming a given primary task from a given
interrupting task in a specific sequence decreases resumption lag times by strengthening a
specialized control code for resuming that specific primary task from that specific
interrupting task. Therefore, they predicted that replacing either the primary or
interrupting task would result in increased resumption lag times even if the replacement
task was already practiced.
Finally, the task-general account infers that repeated experience with interruptions
strengthens a general goal to resume the primary task following an interruption. The
interruption resumption goal could be expected to be associated with relevant rehearsal
and retrieval productions and would be capable of improving resumption regardless of
constituent task skills. However, Cades and colleagues (2011) did not offer any
theoretical or empirical support for such an account, stating that the current literature had
not yet explored the idea. Therefore, their hypotheses for testing the account vaguely
predict that resumption lag times should continue to decrease even when a novel task
replaces a task from a practiced task-pair.
The experiments in Cades et al. (2011) attempted to identify the mechanism of
interruption handling skill acquisition in three experiments. Their first experiment, which
tested the task-specific practice account, replicated the interruption exposure design and
task materials used by Cades and colleagues (2006). The results replicated the findings
from the earlier study. Successive blocks of interruption exposure resulted in expected
resumption lag time decreases. Resumption lag times in the first block that presented
interruptions did not differ across conditions despite differences in primary task exposure
and observed inter-action interval improvements across blocks, failing to support the
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task-specific practice account. The second experiment of the study explored the
possibility that the previous resumption lag practice effects might have been specific
adaptations to the tank task and the radar task. The experimental design of the second
experiment replicated the design of the first experiment while replacing the tank task and
radar task with new tasks. In the second experiment, participants performed a new
primary task, in which they programmed a simulated VCR to record shows (VCR task),
and two new interrupting tasks that occurred in separate conditions, which required them
to either track an airplane icon around the computer screen with the mouse (tracking task)
or to repeat aloud auditory number stimuli (shadowing task). The resumption lag data
once again replicated the previous effects. Together, these experiments did not support
the task-specific account of interruption handling skill acquisition, and the second
experiment demonstrated that resumption lag improvements were robust across task
contexts.
The third experiment reported by Cades et al. (2011) tested the task-general
practice mechanism hypothesis, which predicted that resumption lag times should
decrease continuously across interruptions with different interrupting tasks. As opposed
to the first two experiments, which manipulated the amount of primary task practice that
occurred prior to introducing interruptions, the third experiment manipulated the amount
of exposure to each interrupting task across the experimental conditions so that
participants performed either the tracking task or the shadowing task in one, two, or all
three trial blocks before switching to the opposite interrupting task for the remaining
blocks. Participants in all conditions only performed the VCR task as the primary task and
experienced interruptions in all three trial blocks during this experiment. Linear contrasts
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indicated that resumption lag times decreased across blocks in the control condition,
which only included one interrupting task for all three blocks. However, both conditions
that switched interrupting tasks after one or two blocks only showed significant
resumption lag decreases between pairs of blocks with consistent interrupting task
exposure. When the interrupting task changed between two blocks, resumption lags in the
first block of the new interrupting task did not differ significantly from the previous
block. Based on these results, Cades and colleagues (2011) concluded that resumption lag
improvements occurred as a function of task-pair specific control code formation
between the constituent tasks rather than as the strengthening of a task-general
interruption recovery goal; the larger implication of this conclusion being that novel pairs
of tasks, even those involving at least one practiced constituent task, could not benefit
from interruption practice.
The task-pair specific interruption handling skill mechanisms that the conclusions
of Cades and colleagues (2011) described are not clearly supported by the results of their
third experiment. According to their task-pair specific mechanism, resumption lag
improvements rely entirely on strengthening a control code that is specialized for
resuming a specific primary task from a specific interrupting task. As per their argument,
any deviation from this task-pair would render the control code useless for resumption,
returning resumption lag times to pre-practice levels. This prediction arose from the taskpair practice view expressed by Cades et al. (2011), which assumed that control codes are
formed between the actions of the primary and interrupting task via the production
compilation mechanism in ACT-R (Anderson, 2007), which builds procedural sequences
by increasing the associative links between actions that tend to occur in succession.
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However, unless interruption onset consistently occurred at a specific moment in the
primary task procedure, essentially making it a predictable part of the procedure, then it is
unlikely that such associations would form between the actions of the primary and
interrupting tasks. The fact that resumption lags neither increased significantly nor
returned to pre-practice levels following an interrupting task replacement also suggests
that some manner of skill transferred between different task-pairs, failing to support the
task-pair specific practice mechanism conclusion.
In fact, it is possible that control codes are an aspect of interruption handling skill
acquisition in the sense that they track completed action sequences in the primary task
that can be retrieved for accurate interruption resumption, as originally defined in the
Trafton et al. (2011) model. As explained by Trafton et al. (2011), control codes serve to
track procedural progress at a deeper level of granularity than subgoals, providing highly
detailed information about the state of a given task that the system can access in order to
progress to the next appropriate action (if the next action has also been stored and
received sufficient activation via rehearsal). A task-general interruption recovery goal
could activate productions for strengthening a control code that can provide rich
procedural context as well as reducing the chances that completed actions will be
repeated.
Transferring Interruption Handling Skill
Transfer theory has long held that skill can only transfer to tasks that share
common processing elements (Thorndike & Woodworth, 1901). Singley and Anderson
(1989) refined Thorndike's Identical Elements theory by defining skill elements as the
productions necessary for task performance, forming the basis for skill transfer within the
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ACT-R architecture. As an example, skill acquisition in the Tower of Hanoi would
involve the formation of productions rules for moving discs. The disc-moving
productions acquired from Tower of Hanoi practice could then map onto any other task
that called for similar disc-moving productions, resulting in improved initial performance
on the new disc-moving task over individuals who had not previously practiced with the
Tower of Hanoi. An implied limitation of this transfer theory is that tasks that do not
share the disc-moving production would not benefit at all from prior training on the
Tower of Hanoi.
Limiting the transfer of skill between overlapping productions formed the basis of
the argument that interruption handling skill can only improve trained interruption taskpairs (Cades et al., 2011). According to this argument, interruption handling skill cannot
transfer to new task-pairs because the productions acquired for resuming the primary task
hinge upon encoding retrieval cues and declarative knowledge that are specific to the
practiced task-pair. If, as suggested by this argument, task-pair specific productions
cannot transfer at all to new interruption task-pairs, then resumption lag times would be
expected to increase back to pre-training levels after changing even one of the constituent
tasks. The data reported by Cades and colleagues (2011), however, only showed reduced
improvement when the interrupting task changed in their study and not the return to pretraining resumption lag times. This pattern suggests that some overlapping productions
might have existed between the interruption contexts in the third experiment.
The Primitive Processing Elements (PRIM) theory provides another explanation
for the partial skill transfer between interruption task-pairs by proposing that encoded
processes within a production can independently serve as an element of skill transfer
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even if the entire production cannot map to a novel task (Taatgen, 2013). In contrast to
productions in ACT-R, which represent sequences of cognitive processes associated with
completing particular goals, a PRIM only consists of a single process. Skill acquisition
within the PRIMs theory occurs as PRIMs are linked into larger, more complex structures
that ultimately resemble productions. Taatgen (2013) further states that overlapping
PRIMs or PRIMs structures can serve as the mechanisms for transfer between tasks with
no surface similarity. Based on this argument, more overlapping PRIMs or larger
overlapping PRIMs structures between tasks would result in greater observed skill
transfer between the tasks. For example, two tasks that utilize processes for manipulating
spatial information would be expected to transfer some level of skill. If the tasks also
have other processes in common, then the amount of transfer will be larger. Conversely,
the PRIMs theory predicts that tasks with few overlapping processes would exhibit very
little transfer.
As discussed earlier, interruption recovery typically involves encoding and
retrieving goal information. Although the particular task information might change across
interruptions, the fact that interruption recovery requires common goal encoding PRIMs
across instances of interruption creates a basis for PRIM transfer. Therefore, the lack of
familiarity with task-specific information in a novel task-pair might increase time to
retrieve declarative information about the task, but this increase can be ameliorated by
transferred, task-general processes for encoding meaningful primary task retrieval cues
(e.g., retrieve the next planned action at the end of the interruption). For example,
resuming the Tower of Hanoi would require that a participant increase activation, via
rehearsal, for the next disc move or sequence of disc moves that they had planned to take
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prior to interruption onset. Although the particular action information in a novel task,
such as the tank task, might not involve moving discs, strengthening activation for the
next action or sequence of actions in the novel task's procedure would lead to improved
resumption lag times. As such, even if some aspect of interruption handling skill is
acquired specifically for task-pairs in which it is practiced, the goal state and action
sequence rehearsal processes that generalize to other interruption events can be expected
to mitigate some of the learning curve when interruptions involve novel task-pairs.
Interruption Recovery Goal
The thesis of this dissertation develops a new theory that characterizes
interruption handling skill acquisition as a process that can result in resumption lag
improvements that are generalizable beyond the constituent tasks or task-pairs that are
performed during practice. Originally inspired by the task-general goal concept that
Cades et al. (2011) briefly introduced in their study, the Interruption Recovery Goal
theory described below is built around the central concept that recovering from an
interruption is governed by a goal chunk that represents the intention to resume an
incomplete primary task. The Interruption Recovery Goal theory has been developed to
be consistent with interruption interference mechanisms established by Memory for
Goals and the theoretical constraints of the ACT-R architecture in order to re-examine the
issues of interruption handling skill acquisition, including the establishment of skill
acquisition mechanisms and a return to the possibility of skill transfer across task
contexts.
By treating the interruption recovery goal as a separate goal from constituent task
goals, the Interruption Recovery Goal theory both explains previous findings and
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provides a foundation for predicting performance at different levels of skill. According to
skill acquisition theories instantiated in the ACT-R architecture, skill acquisition occurs
as productions for single processes (e.g., a call to access declarative memory) that
frequently co-occur are consolidated into a single production that contains a larger set of
processes derived from the non-overlapping processes from the parent productions
(Anderson, 2007). Because a compiled production can represent several processes in a
task procedure, the need for declarative knowledge about individual task steps decreases
as productions are compiled. As such, novice performance of any skill is marked by a
lack of consolidated production rules for performing the given task and frequent
retrievals of declarative knowledge about the task. In the case of interruption handling,
the goal to resume a primary task might initially lack the necessary productions for
rehearsing goal state or action sequence information, meaning that novice interruption
recovery would likely rely on reconstruction processes, resulting in longer resumption
times, more repeated primary task actions, and poorer accuracy following the
interruption. As practice occurs, production rules for rehearsing goal state and action
sequence information replaces costly, error-prone reconstruction processes. The
interruption recovery goal production of an expert interruption handler can therefore be
predicted to initiate goal state, next action sequence, and retrieval cue rehearsal at the
moment of interruption warning or onset.
The Interruption Recovery Goal theory has additional implications for
interruption interference and practice effects. According to Memory for Goals, the
interruption recovery goal, like any other goal, must have sufficient activation as well as
meaningful retrieval cues in order to be retrieved. In this case, interruption onset provides
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a generic retrieval cue to place the interruption recovery goal into the goal buffer that is
consistent across all interruptions. Despite the stability of the interruption recovery goal
retrieval cue, the interruption recovery goal can fail to be retrieved due to insufficient
activation or noise within the system. Failure to retrieve the interruption recovery goal
would lead to a complete failure to resume a primary task. Therefore, even for an expert,
interruption handling practice can improve resumption performance simply by
strengthening the interruption recovery goal in memory for more reliable access at
interruption onset.
Once active, the interruption recovery goal is expected to remain in the goal
buffer until primary task goal state and action sequence information has been sufficiently
strengthened or the retrieval event (i.e., the end of the interrupting task) has occurred. The
immediacy of most interruptions implies that interruption recovery goal rehearsal
processes must be active concurrently with the interrupting task goal. Based on the
predictions made by the Threaded Cognition model, the interruption recovery goal's
rehearsal processes might be prevented if the interrupting task simultaneously demands
the resources necessary for rehearsal (Salvucci & Taatgen, 2008). Specifically, rehearsal
is expected to involve retrieval of goal state and action sequence information into the
problem state buffer. Therefore, the Threaded Cognition model predicts that the
concurrent activation of the interruption recovery goal and interrupting task can limit
performance on one or both tasks whenever overlapping calls for the problem state occur.
In conjunction with the idea of a concurrently running interruption recovery goal, the
problem state resource conflict can also explain increased resumption lag times found
between conditions that presented participants with more complex (i.e., required a greater
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number of operators) interrupting tasks, assuming that the additional operators in the
complex interrupting task required access to the problem state (i.e., Cades et al., 2008).
According to the Interruption Recovery Goal theory, Memory for Goals, and Threaded
Cognition, resumption lag increases during more complex interrupting tasks would
indicate that the interrupting task required more frequent problem state usage, limiting
the opportunities for the interruption recovery goal to utilize the problem state for
primary task goal state or action sequence rehearsal and, subsequently, reducing the
amount of activation available at retrieval.
Research Goals
The experiments reported as part of this work evaluate the ability to maintain
interruption handling skill across novel task sets as well as the viability of the
Interruption Recovery Goal theory of interruption recovery. Transfer of skill between
task-pairs is assessed in these experiments using established transfer designs and analyses
(see Chapter 3). Experiments 1a and 1b are used to explore the broader prediction that
interruption handling skill can be transferred across different combinations of primary
and interrupting tasks. Experiment 2 includes manipulations that limit the ability to
reconstruct goal information from the environment to further support the theoretical
stance that interruption handling skill is a shift toward goal information encoding and
retrieval processes from reconstruction processes. Finally, Experiment 3 tests the
generalizability of interruption recovery goal strengthening effects across interruptions
with varied interruption lags and interrupting task durations.
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EXPERIMENT 1A
Cades and colleagues (2011) concluded that interruption recovery skill is task-pair
specific; however, the design of that study was not sufficient for evaluating the transfer of
skill to novel tasks, being better suited to evaluating the acquisition of skill across blocks.
The task-pair specific conclusion was also based off of an observed slowing and slight
(but not significant) worsening of resumption lag times in the block when the interrupting
task changed. This evidence is not consistent with a complete lack of transfer, which
would have resulted in resumption lag performance returning to pre-training levels when
the task-pair became novel. The hypotheses and design of Experiment 1A addressed
limitations of the previous research in order to investigate the possibility that interruption
recovery skill transfer can occur across task-pairs.
Experiment 1A of the current work uses a counterbalanced (e.g., A-B, B-A)
design to evaluate transfer between groups, where A and B indicate the presentation of
different primary tasks (Singley & Anderson, 1989). Analyses compared A-blocks to
each other and B-blocks to each other so that one group's resumption lag performance
during training was compared to the other group's resumption lag performance during
transfer (see Table 1). In this analysis, finding that resumption lag during transfer blocks
was lower than resumption lag during training blocks would indicate the transfer of
interruption recovery skill from interruptions practiced within a different task-pair.
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Table 1
Transfer Assessment Experiment Design
Condition

Training

Transfer

A-B
B-A

Task A
Task B

Task B
Task A

Note. Colors indicate blocks included in each transfer comparison.
The Tower of Hanoi and the Tower of London disc-moving tasks serve as the
primary tasks in this experiment. Both primary tasks were selected, in part, because
participants frequently resolve situations in which optimal disc moves are blocked by
other discs. Move sequences that resolve blocking situations in the Tower of Hanoi have
been argued to represent sub-goals within the task procedure and have been used to
demonstrate the cost of retention intervals on retrieving suspended goal information
(Anderson & Douglas, 2001). Goal encoding and retrieval effects on resumption lag
duration in the Memory for Goals model have also been demonstrated in the context of
Tower of Hanoi performance (Altmann & Trafton, 2002). The Tower of London has
similar sub-goaling components and has also been used in previous interruption research
(Hodgetts & Jones, 2003, 2006).
The primary research question of Experiment 1A asks whether interruption
recovery skill can be acquired through interruption exposure and transferred to
interruptions with novel primary tasks. Two hypotheses were tested: 1) participants were
expected to acquire skill for recovering from interruptions and 2) interruption recovery
skill was expected to transfer to novel primary tasks. The first hypothesis served as a
check to make sure that interruption recovery improved with practice. The second
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hypothesis, if supported, would provide supporting evidence that interruption recovery
skill was not task or task-pair specific.
Method
Participants
Participants in Experiments 1A were 59 undergraduates recruited through the
Mississippi State University Psychology Research Program. Prerequisites for
participation included having normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Tasks and Materials
Two primary tasks (Tower of Hanoi and Tower of London) and one interrupting
task (two-digit addition) were presented via computer using E-Prime.
In the primary tasks, participants had a goal of rearranging five discs on a set of
three pegs until they matched a target configuration displayed at the top of the screen (see
Figures 3 & 4). To make a move, participants clicked on a disc in the bottom part of the
display using the computer's mouse. Participants then selected the peg to which they
wanted to move the disc. If the move was legal, then the display would immediately
update to show the disc in its new position. Only one disc could be moved at a time in
both primary tasks, and discs could not be moved if another disc was on top of it. Primary
task trials could be completed in exactly six moves, which were specified in the
experiment program. An onscreen message displayed the number of remaining moves for
each trial. Attempted moves that deviated from the predetermined six-move sequence
resulted in feedback that the move was incorrect and did not move the selected disc.
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Both primary tasks also imposed unique rules. As shown in Figure 3, discs in the Tower
of Hanoi differ in size. The rules of the task prevent larger discs from being placed on top
smaller discs. Discs in the Tower of London did not differ in size, but did differ in color
(see Figure 4). Color differences did not impose any move restrictions and primarily
served as a means for distinguishing discs from each other. Instead, rules for the Tower
of London only restricted moves by limiting disc stacks to only three discs per peg.

Figure 3.

Example Tower of Hanoi Trial

Example Tower of Hanoi trial shows the onscreen message that tracks remaining moves
in the trial.
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Figure 4.

Example Tower of London Trial

Example Tower of London trial shows the message displayed during the six-second
planning period that occurred at the beginning of all primary task trials.
Participants performed two-digit addition problems during every interruption
throughout the experiment session. Figure 5 shows an example two-digit addition trial
display. All addition trials were randomly generated. Participants typed their responses
into a field below the problem using the keyboard. Written feedback appeared onscreen
after each addition trial before the next trial was displayed. Participants did not have to
return to incorrect trials.

Figure 5.

Example Two-Digit Addition Trial
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Design and Procedure
Interruptions consisted of sets of two-digit addition trials and frequently paused
primary puzzle performance for approximately 20 seconds. Two-digit addition problems
were presented one-at-a-time until the interruption period ended. After the 20 second
period ended, participants were returned to the interrupted primary task trial after
completing any available addition problem. The tower problem was presented again in
the exact state that it was in when the addition task started.
A total of 31 interruptions occurred throughout the experiment. Originally, the
design was intended to present 15 interruptions per block, but a programming error led to
17 interruptions occurring during Tower of Hanoi blocks and 14 occurring during Tower
of London blocks. Each interrupted task trial only received one interruption. Interruptions
occurred after participants made a specified number of moves on given trials. The moves
specified for interruption onset (i.e., critical moves) were always boundaries between the
resolution of a blocking move sub-goal and a final path sub-goal. Here, a blocking move
sub-goal is defined as a sub-goal that requires moving a disc out of the way in order to
place another disc in its goal position. The critical move was the final move in such a
sequence. All interruptions occurred at these moves. In other words, participants were
interrupted just after they had moved the blocking disc(s) out of the way but before they
could move the blocked disc. Interrupting performance after the blocking move but prior
to moving the blocked disc ensured that there was a sub-goal/move to be remembered
during the interruption. Recalling the sub-goal and the sequence of moves leading to it
was expected to speed up resumption times.
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A final path sub-goal is defined as the sequence of moves leading to the target
disc configuration, during which no more blocking moves occur. Evidence has
demonstrated that final path sub-goals in Tower of Hanoi and its isomorphs are
performed relatively rapidly and error-free (Kotovsky & Fallside, 1989). Because final
path sub-goals seem to have the least amount of task-related processing demands,
interruption onsets were controlled to occur at the beginning of these sub-goals to reduce
task-related resumption lag variation. Depending on the trial, critical moves could occur
on the second, third, or fourth move.
Results
The data were analyzed using a 17 (serial order) x 2 (block: training, transfer) and
a 14 (serial order) x 2 (block: training, transfer) repeated measures ANOVA for Tower of
Hanoi and Tower of London resumption lag performance respectively. The withinsubjects serial order factor evaluated the acquisition of interruption recovery skill
predicted by the recovery skill acquisition hypothesis. The number of levels of the
within-subjects factor differed for the two primary tasks, which received 17 (Tower of
Hanoi) and 14 (Tower of London) interruptions respectively. The between-subjects block
factor tested for transfer as predicted by the transfer hypothesis. Between-subjects
resumption lag comparisons were performed between one group's transfer trial block to
the other group's training trial block so that all resumption lags within an analysis were
acquired during the same primary task performance (see Table 1).
As shown in Figure 6, resumption lag times decreased during blocks when Tower
of Hanoi was performed as a primary task, supporting the recovery skill acquisition
hypothesis, F(16, 57) = 10.69; p < 0.001. A significant decrease in resumption lag times
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during blocks when the Tower of London was performed as the primary task also
supports the recovery skill acquisition hypothesis, F(16, 57) = 13.92; p < 0.001. Figure 7,
however, shows that significant serial order effects might have been influenced by a
drastic increase in resumption lag times that occurred during trials five and six. Post hoc
evaluations of the task indicated that the resumption lag increases in these trials might
have been related to an error in the design of those specific trials.
Participants who did not perform the Tower of Hanoi until their second trial block
had lower resumption lags than did participants who performed Tower of Hanoi during
the training block, supporting the transfer hypothesis, F(1, 57) = 6.50; p < 0.05.
Similarly, the group who performed Tower of London during their second trial block had
lower resumption lags than the group who performed Tower of London during the
training block, regardless of task artifacts, F(1, 57) = 9.18; p < 0.01. These analyses
provided evidence supporting both the recovery skill acquisition and transfer hypotheses;
however, the inclusion of later trials makes it difficult to distinguish transfer effects from
group differences in skill acquisition rates.
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Figure 6.

Experiment 1A Tower of Hanoi Resumption Lag Times

Mean Tower of Hanoi resumption lag time improved across interruption exposures and
was faster for the group who practiced interruption recovery during the Tower of London.

Figure 7.

Experiment 1A Tower of London Resumption Lag Times

Mean Tower of London resumption lag time was faster for the group who practiced
interruption recovery during the Tower of Hanoi.
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Because resumption lag times were expected to decrease during a block as
predicted by the first hypothesis, the largest skill acquisition and transfer effects were
expected to occur within the first few trials of a block, before resumption performance in
the training block reached asymptote. Only including the first few trials of each block
also had the added benefit of avoiding the design artifact discovered in the Tower of
London trials. Therefore, to better assess between-subjects differences that would
indicate transfer between the first and second block of trials, a second repeated measures
ANOVA was performed that only included resumption lag times from the first four
interruptions of each block. In blocks that presented the Tower of Hanoi as the primary
task, the first four resumption lag times at transfer were lower than the first four from the
training block, supporting the transfer hypothesis, F(1, 57) = 5.54; p < 0.05. Blocks
presenting the Tower of London as the primary task also showed lower resumption lag
times at transfer than at training, supporting the transfer hypothesis, F(1, 57) = 10.72; p <
0.01. These findings indicated that interruption recovery skill learned in one interruption
context benefited interruption recovery after the primary task changed and before any
training could take place in the new context.
Primary task skill transfer was also assessed as an alternative explanation for the
recovery skill transfer findings. Solution times from the first four from non-interrupted
trials from each block were analyzed using the repeated measures ANOVA structure
from the resumption lag analyses. Only non-interrupted trial solution times were included
is this analysis in order to avoid confounds with interruption interference effects. Average
Tower of Hanoi trial solution times differed between training and transfer, indicating that
practice on the Tower of London transferred to Tower of Hanoi performance, F(1, 57) =
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4.35; p = 0.04. Average Tower of London completion times did not differ between
training and transfer, indicating that practice on the Tower of Hanoi did not transfer to
Tower of London performance, F(1, 57) = 0.001; p = 0.98. The unidirectional pattern of
primary task transfer provides further support to the transfer hypothesis by demonstrating
that interruption handling skill transfer occurs even in cases when primary task transfer
does not.
Discussion
The hypotheses tested in Experiment 1A assessed the predictions that interruption
recovery skill was acquired via exposure to interruptions (i.e., recovery skill acquisition
hypothesis) and that recovery skill benefitted primary task resumption during
interruptions with novel primary tasks (i.e., transfer hypothesis). The skill acquisition
hypothesis was supported by finding that resumption lags decreased that across
interrupted trials within each trial block for both conditions, establishing a basis for
testing the transfer hypothesis. The transfer hypothesis was also supported by the finding
that resumption lags in the transfer blocks of both experimental conditions benefitted
from recovery skill that was acquired from interruptions involving a different primary
task. A lack of primary task skill transfer from the Tower of Hanoi to the Tower of
London further supported the conclusion that the resumption lag benefits observed in the
transfer block represented unique interruption recovery skills that are not specific to the
primary task or a specific task-pair.
Some conclusions regarding the acquisition and transfer of skill in the Tower of
London trials are limited due to an artifact that occurred in the task procedure. A coding
error in the Tower of London program created situations in which certain trials could be
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solved in five moves instead of six. Because of this artifact, two of the Tower of London
trials had a distinct impact on resumption lag times for those trials. Although the artifact
only directly affected within-subjects assessments of recovery skill acquisition during
Tower of London blocks, transfer to the Tower of Hanoi is less conclusive without clear
evidence to support that recovery skill was acquired during Tower of London training. A
second limitation came from the fact that the same interruption task (i.e. two-digit
addition) was employed during all blocks of the experiment. Even though switching the
primary puzzle should have eliminated the possibility that task-pair training and transfer
occurred, familiarity with the interrupting task might have promoted the formation of
rehearsal strategies that are only useful when that particular interrupting task was present.
The design of Experiment 1B addressed these limitations.
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EXPERIMENT 1B
An alternative interpretation of the interruption recovery skill transfer results from
Experiment 1A is that reduced resumption lag times in the transfer block might have
resulted from practice on the two-digit addition interrupting task, which was constant
across all interruptions. With more addition practice, participants could have developed
task-specific rehearsal strategies, facilitating the encoding and maintenance of goal state
information and retrieval cues necessary for faster retrieval during resumption. The
addition practice interpretation is also inconsistent with previous results that have
demonstrated that resumption lag improvement was not related to the amount of prior
exposure to the primary or interrupting task (Cades et al., 2011). However, the
experimental designs from these previous studies only manipulated the consistency of
one task per experiment, meaning that task practice effects on resumption lag reduction
cannot be entirely ruled out. New conditions in the design of Experiment 1B manipulated
both the primary and interrupting tasks so that the entire primary/interrupting task-pair
differed between the training and transfer blocks in order to test the task-general
hypothesis, which predicted that recovery skill training and transfer occurred when both
tasks differed between training and transfer.
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Method
Participants
A total of 178 Mississippi State University undergraduates participated for course
credit. Participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Eight participants were
excluded from the analyses for not performing the interrupting tasks with at least 70%
accuracy, one participant was excluded because of previous participation in Experiment
1A, and two participants were removed for non-compliant behavior during the
experiment. Results are reported using data from the remaining 167 participants.
Tasks and Materials
All tasks used in Experiment 1A were presented in Experiment 1B. A new
interrupting task, Thurstone's Perceptual Speed (Thurstone & Jeffrey, 1984), was
included along with the original two-digit addition task. Perceptual Speed is a visual
matching task in which participants identify the figure from a set of five figures that best
matches a prototype (see Figure 8). Participants selected figures by hitting the number
key on the keyboard that corresponded to a number that appeared beneath the figure they
wanted to select.

Figure 8.

Example Perceptual Speed Trial

Participants selected the figure that matched the prototype (left).
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Design and Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of six conditions. Two conditions
served as a direct replication of the design of Experiment 1A, including the consistent
presentation of two-digit addition trials during all interruptions. The four new conditions
manipulated both interrupting task and primary task presentation within the
counterbalanced transfer design. As in Experiment 1A, comparisons were made between
the resumption lags of blocks that presented similar primary/interrupting tasks. For
example, a comparison was made between conditions 3 and 6, which both presented
Tower of Hanoi and Addition trials in a single block (see Table 2). All other aspects of
the design were the same as in Experiment 1A.
Results
Results from Experiment 1A demonstrated that the largest skill acquisition effects
on resumption lag times occurred in the first several interruptions of each block (see
Figure 8). Therefore, resumption lag comparisons in Experiment 1B only included
resumption lag times from the first four interruptions in both the training and transfer
blocks. Additionally, comparisons in the new conditions (i.e. conditions 3-6) were made
between training and transfer blocks that had identical primary/interrupting task pairs
because the transfer blocks in these comparisons received training on a completely
different set of tasks. As shown in Table 2, for example, the training block of condition 3
was compared to the transfer block of condition 6, which presented the Tower of
Hanoi/addition task-pair after training on the Tower of London/Perceptual Speed taskpair. Each condition comparison was performed as a separate 4 (serial order) x 2(block:
training, transfer) repeated measures ANOVA for each task pair respectively.
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Interruption Handling Skill Transfer
Although not a direct test of the task-general hypothesis, within-subjects main
effects of serial order were tested in order to verify that participants acquired recovery
skill during their trial blocks. To summarize, all ANOVAs indicated serial order main
effects that were significant at the p < 0.001 level, indicating that recovery skill was
acquired even within the four interruptions included in this analysis. A significant serial
order by block interaction, F(3, 156) = 4.30, p = 0.006, in the Tower of London blocks of
conditions 3 and 6 showed that participants in the transfer block of condition 3 did not
improve at the same rate as participants in the training block, which was likely due to a
ceiling effect as discussed in later results. No other significant within-subjects
interactions were observed from these analyses.
Table 2
Experiment 1B Tasks and Mean Resumption Lags in each Condition
Condition

N

Training Block

1

31

Primary
Task
Hanoi

Interrupting
Task
Addition

Resumption
Lag (s)
5.65 (0.30)

Transfer Block
Primary
Task
London

Interrupting
Task
Addition

Resumption
Lag (s)
2.40 (0.18)

2

26

London

Addition

3.47 (0.19)

Hanoi

Addition

3.83 (0.33)

3

28

Hanoi

Addition

5.67 (0.37)

London

Matching

2.80 (0.23)

4

28

London

Addition

3.34 (0.22)

Hanoi

Matching

4.00 (0.44)

5

28

Hanoi

Matching

5.45 (0.44)

London

Addition

2.80 (0.22)

6

26

London

Matching

3.46 (0.24)

Hanoi

Addition

3.66 (0.39)

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses.
Conditions 1 and 2 replicated results from Experiment 1A that showed
resumption lag transfer when primary tasks switched between blocks but interrupting task
remained constant. Resumption lags were shorter during transfer for both the Tower of
Hanoi, F(1, 55) = 16.17, p < 0.001, and the Tower of London, F(1, 55) = 16.62, p <
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0.001. This result further supported the notion that interruption handling skill transfer was
not limited by primary task consistency, but did not address the primary research question
of Experiment 1B, which asked whether interruption handling skill could transfer when
both tasks in a task-pair differed from training.
In order to test resumption lag transfer when both the primary and interrupting
tasks at training were different from those at transfer, conditions 3 and 6 were compared
and conditions 4 and 5 were compared. Tower of Hanoi resumption lag times during the
transfer block of condition 6 were found to be lower than those in the training block of
condition 3, F(1, 52) = 14.02, p < 0.001. Likewise, resumption lag times in the Tower of
Hanoi transfer block of condition 4 were lower than those in the training block of
condition 5, F(1, 54) = 5.30, p = 0.025. These findings were consistent with the taskgeneral hypothesis that resumption lag improvements would transfer even when the
primary and interrupting tasks differed from training. Tower of London resumption lag
comparisons in conditions 4 and 5, however, only showed a significant difference at the α
= .10 level, F(1, 54) = 3.12, p = 0.084. Similarly the Tower of London resumption lags
between conditions 3 and 6 were also only significant at the α = .10 level, F(1, 52) =
3.92, p = 0.053, indicating that recovery skill transfer might still be occurring between
these trial blocks but with a smaller effect size.
To test whether these marginally significant transfer effects in the Tower of
London were due to a lack of power, resumption lag data from the Tower of London
training blocks in conditions 4 and 6 were combined (i.e., collapsing across interrupting
task differences). Tower of London transfer block data in conditions 3 and 5 were also
combined. As a prerequisite for collapsing across interrupting task differences, the data
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were examined using a set of t-tests to see whether the interrupting task did indeed have
an effect on resumption lag times. For example, the resumption lags from condition 3
training were compared to the resumption lags from condition 5 training (differing in
interrupting task). None of the t-tests revealed a significant difference in resumption lag
time due to interrupting task, so the data were collapsed across the interrupting task
differences. Resumption lag data from the combined conditions were analyzed using the
same repeated measures ANOVA design as were used in the earlier analyses.
Resumption lag times in the combined Tower of London transfer blocks were
significantly lower than those for the combined training block, F(1, 108) = 7.11, p =
0.009, which was consistent with the interpretation that the marginally significant results
were due to a lack of power and supported the task-general hypothesis.
Primary Task Skill Transfer
An alternative explanation for the resumption lag transfer findings was that
similarities between the disc-moving procedures of the primary tasks might have allowed
enough transfer to occur between primary tasks to decrease interruption interference
effects between trial blocks even though the tasks were not identical. Primary task
solution times were analyzed using the same condition pairings as in the resumption lag
analyses in order to assess the transfer of skill. Only non-interrupted trial solution times
were included in this analysis in order to avoid confounds between interruption skill
acquisition and primary task skill acquisition. Solution times within each block were
averaged and then compared using t-tests.
Table 3 shows that, in conditions 1 and 2, training on one primary task did not
lead to lower solution times in the transfer block for either the Tower of Hanoi, t(55) =
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1.21, or the Tower of London, t(55) = -0.94. Tower of Hanoi times were lower at in the
transfer block of condition 6 than they were in the training block of condition 3, t(52) =
3.18, p = 0.003, but Tower of London times did not differ across training and transfer,
t(52) = -0.61. For conditions 4 and 5, Tower of Hanoi solution times were lower in the
transfer block than the training block, t(54) = -2.34, p = .02, but Tower of London times
did not differ across training and transfer, t(54) = 1.25. These results indicated that
primary task skill transferred to the Tower of Hanoi from the Tower of London but not
vice versa. An additional analysis was also performed to determine if the non-significant
Tower of London solution time transfer findings were a result of a lack of power as it had
been in the resumption lag data. Tower of London solutions times in the training blocks
of conditions 4 and 6 were grouped. Solution times from the transfer blocks of conditions
3 and 5 were also grouped. Grouped transfer solution times were not lower than the
grouped training solution times, t(108) = -1.31, as would be expected if significant skill
had transferred from the Tower of Hanoi. In summary, primary task transfer was limited
and not as consistent as the resumption lag transfer effects.
Although the argument could also be made that skill transfer between interrupting
tasks might have occurred, accuracy data indicated that performance was consistently
high on both interrupting tasks across blocks, and differences between conditions were
not significant (see Table 3).
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Table 3
Experiment 1B Primary Task Performance and Interruption Accuracy
Con.

Training Block

1

Primary
Task
Hanoi

Solution
Time (s)
19.02 (1.05)

Int.
Task
Add

Interruption
Accuracy
89.67% (0.84)

Primary
Task
London

Solution
Time (s)
13.51 (0.87)

Int.
Task
Add

Interruption
Accuracy
88.92% (0.91)

2

London

14.74 (0.99)

Add

89.32% (1.01)

Hanoi

17.25 (0.99)

Add

89.36% (0.88)

3

Hanoi

20.19 (1.25)

Add

90.85% (1.12)

London

14.19 (0.90)

Match

91.17% (1.31)

4

London

15.12 (0.79)

Add

91.77% (1.22)

Hanoi

16.10 (0.82)

Match

92.98% (0.71)

5

Hanoi

19.47 (1.19)

Match

93.52% (0.62)

London

13.66 (0.86)

Add

91.29% (1.28)

6

London

14.97 (0.90)

Match

92.40% (1.20)

Hanoi

15.52 (0.72)

Add

90.71% (1.16)

Transfer Block

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses.
Discussion
Experiment 1B evaluated cross-task transfer of interruption handling skill. The
results of the study supported the task-general hypothesis, which predicted that
resumption lag improvements would transfer to blocks of trials in which both the primary
and interrupting tasks differed from those in the training block. These results were
consistent with the argument that a task-general procedure was performed when
recovering from interruptions and that resumption lag improvements represent skill
acquired for executing the recovery procedure that then transfers across tasks.
As discussed in Chapter 2, theories of skill transfer (Singley & Anderson, 1989;
Taatgen, 2013) provide mechanisms that might explain the results. Common productions
or PRIMs could develop during practice to support interruption recovery via the encoding
and retrieval of task-state information in the Tower of Hanoi and Tower of London. The
number of common PRIMs in the recovery process of both tasks would then be correlated
with the amount of transfer. Based on the Memory for Goals theory, resumption from
interruptions always involves the encoding and retrieval of goal-state information when
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suspending a task (Altmann & Trafton, 2002). Because the primary goal of this recovery
procedure (i.e., retrieving an incomplete goal state) is consistent across interruption
events, the interruption recovery skill can be expected to be based on improvements in
the ability to encode, maintain, and retrieve goal-state information at certain times before,
during, and following an interruption. Because most interruptions involve this common
recovery procedure, some degree of skill transfer might occur across interruption events.
The fact that the task-general hypothesis was supported in both Experiment 1A
and Experiment 1B means that there was an apparent discrepancy with the findings of
Cades et al. (2011) who did not find continued improvements in resumption lag when the
interrupting task was switched (keeping the same primary task). There were a number of
differences between the current study and theirs that might explain the difference,
including the complexity of the primary and interrupting tasks. However, a close
examination of their Experiment 3 shows that they did not find that resumption lags get
worse when the interrupting task was changed, but instead they found that resumption
lags did not continue to show a practice-related decrease when the interrupting task was
changed. The fact that resumption lags did not return to pre-practice levels when the
interrupting task was changed might be indicative of interruption handling skill transfer.
Therefore, there might not be a discrepancy at all.
The current study used primary tasks with similar features to control for
differences in complexity. However, the data indicated that interruption recovery was
easier in Tower of London trials than in Tower of Hanoi trials, resulting in generally
lower resumption lags times and lower effect size, d = 0.60, in Tower of London trials
than in Tower of Hanoi trials, d = 1.00 (Cohen, 1998). This effect size difference affected
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the transfer analyses for Tower of London in which a larger sample size was needed to
find a statistically significant transfer effect (by collapsing across different interrupting
tasks).
Despite complexity differences, primary task solution time results indicated that
some transfer might have occurred from the Tower of London to the Tower of Hanoi.
Although primary task transfer potentially confounded the interruption handling skill
findings, the directionality of primary task transfer in this experiment provided an
unexpected means for observing transfer unique to interruption handling skill. As
predicted by transfer theories, primary task transfer likely occurred due to similarities
between the tasks' disc-sorting procedures, response mappings, and visual displays. The
PRIMs theory would describe the disc-moving skill acquired in the Tower of London as
containing a subset of the PRIMs contained in the Tower of Hanoi skill, suggesting that
the entirety of Tower of London skill should transfer to Tower of Hanoi. However,
Tower of Hanoi skill, though including PRIMs not useful to Tower of London
performance, should also transfer to the Tower of London. If the lack of transfer to
Tower of London performance is explained by ceiling effects that prevented resumption
performance from significantly improving, then primary task improvement cannot be
linked to the resumption lag improvements observed in the combined Tower of London
transfer block. Instead, these resumption lag improvements indicate that recovery skill
transfer might have benefited resumption lag times even when primary task performance
was already maximal.
As the examination of primary task transfer suggested, one of the primary
limitations of Experiment 1B was the procedural similarity between the Tower of Hanoi
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and Tower of London. Additionally, limited complexity in the Tower of London reduced
interruption interference effects, resulting in lower effect sizes in the resumption lag
comparisons. Although Tower of London solution time ceiling effects provided a means
for observing unique recovery skill transfer, future research exploring recovery skill
acquisition and transfer will need to consider normalizing task complexity while
implementing tasks that are complex enough to evoke statistically powerful interruption
interference effects. Another limitation was that different Tower of London and Tower of
Hanoi trials were presented in the same order for all participants meaning that any
problem-specific difficulty effects were confounded with skill acquisition effects across
time. Randomizing the problem order in future studies would allow problem difficulty
effects to be examined separately from skill acquisition within a block of problems.
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EXPERIMENT 2
In Experiments 1A and 1B, interruption handling skill, measured using
resumption lag, transferred between novel primary/interrupting task-pairs. By
demonstrating transfer between novel task-pairs, interruption recovery improvements in
Experiments 1A and 1B were inferred to involve common processes that served as the
locus of transfer (Taatgen, 2013). According to Memory for Goals, primary task
resumption relies on encoding, rehearsing, and retrieving the primary task goal state
(Altmann & Trafton, 2002; Trafton et al., 2003). The interruption recovery goal account
proposed by the current work also assumes that the resumption of a task relies on
successfully encoding and retrieving the interruption recovery goal. When neither
primary task goal state information nor the interruption recovery goal can be retrieved,
primary task information must be reconstructed from environmental cues, a process that
usually takes longer than retrieval (Salvucci & Taatgen, 2011). As such, interruption
practice has been assumed to strengthen encoding and retrieval events, leading to reduced
resumption lags. For example, the information retrieved in the Tower of Hanoi and
Tower of London would include the sequence of planned moves leading to the target disc
configuration. Successful retrieval of the action sequence provides quick access to the
next planned move, whereas failing to retrieve the sequence means that the action
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sequence must be reconstructed from environmental cues (i.e., the current and target disc
configurations displayed on the screen).
Although reconstruction is often slower than state retrieval due to additional
perceptual searches and processing of the environment, primary task goal state
reconstruction provides an alternative, and sometimes supplementary, means for
resuming the primary task in lieu of retrieval. Because the target disc configuration was
displayed throughout primary task performance in Experiments 1A and 1B, interruption
recovery could have improved due to the acquisition of sophisticated reconstruction
processes rather than, or in addition to, encoding and retrieval processes. For instance, a
reconstruction strategy could capitalize on the consistent location of target and current
disc configuration information across tasks to direct attention to these cues following
interruptions, increasing the speed of perceptual search processes and consequently
reducing resumption lag. Because both Tower of Hanoi and Tower of London presented
current and target disc configurations in the same manner, a reconstruction strategy
acquired in one task would transfer to the other task. Therefore, Experiment 2 was
designed to rule out the contribution of reconstruction strategies to the interruption
handling skill transfer results.
The method introduced in Experiment 2 temporarily removed the target state from
the screen immediately following an interruption in order to reduce the availability of
environmental cues for goal reconstruction. Interrupted trials presented all target state
information normally until interruption onset. After the 20-second interruption period, the
target disc configuration was not visible, as shown in Figure 9, until the participant made
a correct move, but the current disc configuration was visible, because it served as the
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response interface. After making a correct move, the target disc configuration became
visible again for the remainder of the trial.

Figure 9.

Target Disc Configuration Display Blanking

Target disc configuration (top left) was removed following each interruption (top right)
until a correct move was made.
As in the prior experiments, a six-second planning period at the beginning of each
trial allowed participants to generate their move sequence prior to the beginning of each
trial. For example, in Figure 10, the representation of the planned move sequence would
include the current move (i.e.,, peg 2 to peg 1) as well as the following moves (i.e., peg 3
to peg 2, peg 1 to peg 2, peg 3 to peg 1, peg 2 to peg 1, and peg 2 to peg 3), leading to the
target state. The planning period minimized effects of planning during trial solution, and
this planning period was also important for ensuring that participants had an encoded
move sequence to retrieve after interruptions.
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Figure 10.

Move Sequence Planning Screen

Participants planned a move sequence to make the current disc configuration (bottom)
match the target disc configuration (top).
Without the planning period, it could be supposed that each move in a trial was
generated online during solution, making the retrieval prediction unrealistic as it would
be unlikely that a future move sequence would ever be encoded. By planning and
encoding a move sequence, participants could retrieve the next planned move after an
interruption if the next move was sufficiently rehearsed either before or during the
interrupting task. Returning to the example in Figure 10, a participant interrupted after
the third move could retrieve, with sufficient rehearsal, that their next move was to place
the top disc from peg 3 onto peg 1. However, if the target disc configuration was not
present and the move could not be retrieved, then the participant was predicted to resort
to making one of the possible moves at random (e.g., all of the possible moves at the
current state). Therefore, removing the target disc configuration eliminated the ability to
reconstruct the planned sequence of moves.
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The hypotheses of Experiment 2 mirrored the transfer hypothesis from
Experiment 1B, which predicted lower resumption lag times in the transfer block than
resumption lag times in the training block. By eliminating the possibility for
reconstruction of the planned move sequence, support for the transfer hypothesis in
Experiment 2 would also provide evidence that common encoding and retrieval
processes, as opposed to reconstruction processes, served as the mechanisms for the
transfer of recovery skill between novel task-pairs.
Method
Participants
Participants in Experiment 2 were 106 MSU undergraduates. All participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Four participants were omitted from analyses due
to low accuracy (< 70%) interrupting task performance coupled with high interrupting
task trial completion counts (completed trials > 30) within a single interruption, which
indicated that these individuals did not attend to the interrupting tasks. Each participant
received 1.5 hours of course credit as compensation for their participation.
Design and Procedure
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two experiment conditions upon
arrival. The experiment conditions differed based on the task-pair presented during each
trial block.
The design of Experiment 2 replicated the transfer design of the previous studies
in this dissertation. Participants performed all primary and interrupting tasks used in
Experiment 1B (i.e., Tower of Hanoi, Tower of London, two-digit addition, and visual
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matching) across two blocks of 30 trials. Each trial block only presented a single
primary/interrupting task pair. As in Experiment 1B, trial blocks within each condition
were structured so that the primary/interrupting task-pair at transfer differed from the
task-pair at training (see Table 4). Interrupting task presentation was also
counterbalanced across approximately half of the participants with each condition.
Although this design replicated the task-pair counterbalancing from Experiment 1B, the
results of Experiment 1B indicated that interrupting task did not relate to resumption lag
changes. Therefore, between-subjects comparisons include all resumption lags from a
condition, collapsing across interrupting task.
Table 4
Experiment 2 Transfer Assessment Design
Condition

N

Training
Transfer
24 ToH/Add M=2995.60 ToL/PS
M=2368.57
1
51
(147.03)
(114.46)
27 ToH/PS
ToL/Add
26 ToL/Add
M=2892.22 ToH/PS
M=2153.71
2
51
(129.88)
(97.59)
25 ToL/PS
ToH/Add
Note. Colors indicate blocks compared in analyses to assess transfer. Means and standard
errors reported for resumption lag times in each block for each condition. Standard errors
are in parentheses.
It was unclear if reactions to the target disc configuration's absence (i.e., surprise
or noticing a difference) might cause additional resumption time that related to neither
retrieval nor reconstruction. To explore this possibility, half of the non-interrupted trials
(seven trials) presented current and target state information at all times as they had in the
previous studies, while the remaining eight non-interrupted trials included a blanking
event in which the target was removed immediately following the critical move of the
trial, timed in the same manner as an interrupted trial. The target state was removed for a
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single move following critical move completion, then returned for the remainder of the
trial once the post-critical move was completed. A “time-to-action” value was collected
from both types of non-interrupted trials that measured the amount of time between the
end of the critical move and the first action made on the non-critical move (similar to
resumption lag time). Time-to-action times would be assumed to be significantly
lengthened during blanked trials if the removal of the target disc configuration caused
some form of distraction or disruption to the learned procedure.
All blocks included 15 interruptions out of a total of 30 problems. Problem order
was randomized for each participant. All other aspects of the design and procedure were
consistent with the methods of Experiments 1A and 1B.
Results
Both Experiment 1A and 1B had as part of their designs a fixed order of problem
presentation. Presenting problems in the same order for all participants controlled for
random problem effects during practice and allowed for the use of repeated measures
GLMs when evaluating transfer; however, this design also introduced a confound
between skill acquisition and the specific trial presentation order. The design of
Experiment 2 removed the practice confound by randomizing trial presentation order at
the cost of reintroducing random trial effects, which repeated measures ANOVAs are illequipped to handle. Linear mixed effects (LME) models more accurately assess random
effects by including random intercepts in the model, introducing the assumption that each
level of the random factor (in this case trial) had unique effects on the performance
variable. When building an LME, Barr and colleagues (2013) recommend the use of
maximal LME models to assess all random effects that might influence the fixed effects
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of interest. To achieve a maximal LME model, participants were also entered as a random
effect, which assumed that each participant had unique response tendencies that centered
on their own random intercept. Additionally, participant random slopes for serial trial
order were entered to account for individual variance in their rate of skill acquisition
across trials. By accounting for by-trial and by-participant random effects as well as byparticipant random slopes, the LME model was better able to identify fixed effects of
interruption handling skill acquisition and task-pair transfer that are generalizable to the
population than the repeated measures ANOVAs. Furthermore, because by-trial
intercepts provided a more precise estimate of each level of the trial effect than the
repeated measures ANOVAs, data were included from all (interrupted) trials in a block
rather than just the first four. All LME models were run using the lme4 statistics package
(Bates, Maechler, & Bolker, 2011), and best fit for the models were determined using a
backwards-stepwise entry method.
The within-subjects variable of Trial Order ("Interruption" axis in Figures 11 and
12) and the between-subjects variable of Transfer-Training (“RL Transfer” in Table 5;
"Training" and "Transfer" lines in Figures 11 and 12) and their interaction were entered
into the LME models reported in Table 5. The LME models of resumption lag times from
the Tower of Hanoi and Tower of London primary tasks indicated that resumption lags
improved significantly across trials (all p's < .001), reinforcing the findings from the
literature and Experiments 1A and 1B that have indicated resumption lag time
improvement following interruption practice. Resumption lag times were also found to be
lower in transfer blocks for both primary tasks (all p's < .05), supporting that interruption
handling skill can transfer between task-pairs despite the removal of the target disc
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configuration display immediately following each interruption, indicating that transfer
relied on goal rehearsal and retrieval rather than goal reconstruction. As shown in Figures
11 and 12, skill acquisition and transfer interacted (all p's <.001) so that transfer effects
were greater for interruptions that occurred earlier in each block than for interruptions
that occurred later in each block. Together, these results demonstrated that interruption
handling skill can transfer to novel task-pairs, and that this skill transfer occurred as an
improvement to goal retrieval rather than goal reconstruction.

Figure 11.

Experiment 2 Tower of Hanoi Resumption Lag Times

Resumption lag times for the Tower of Hanoi improved across interruption exposures and
benefitted from interruption training that occurred during the Tower of London.
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Figure 12.

Experiment 2 Tower of London Resumption Lag Times

Resumption lag times for the Tower of London improved across interruption exposures
and benefitted from interruption training that occurred during the Tower of Hanoi.
Table 5
LME Fixed Effects for Experiment 2 Planned Comparisons
Primary Task

Hypothesis

Predictor

Estimate

S.E.

df

t

p

(Intercept)

3076.77 134.43 95.87

22.89 <0.001

RL Improve

Trial Order

-595.52

66.57 99.79

-8.95 <0.001*

RL Transfer

Transfer - Training

-901.35

179.33 100.55

-5.03 <0.001*

Skill x Transfer

Interaction

437.05

93.88 98.92

4.66 <0.001*

(Intercept)

2797.80 131.81 101.13 21.23 <0.001

RL Improve

Trial Order

-713.78

75.00 81.58

-9.52 <0.001*

RL Transfer

Transfer - Training

-456.10

175.16 100.15

-2.60 <0.011*

Skill x Transfer

Interaction

558.21

98.10 99.83

5.69 <0.001*

Tower of Hanoi

Tower of London

Note. RL = resumption lag.
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Primary Task Transfer
Solution times for non-interrupted tasks were entered into a separate LME model
with the same within-subjects (Trial Order), between-subjects (Transfer-Training), and
interaction terms as the resumption lag LME models. These models tested for primary
task skill acquisition and transfer. The interaction between solution time improvements
and transfer was not significant for Tower of Hanoi performance and was removed from
the final model. As shown in Figure 13, Tower of Hanoi solution times improved across
non-interrupted trials (ß = -0.08, t(39.12) = -5.51, p < .001) and also benefitted from
initial training from the Tower of London (ß = -0.15, t(98.78) = -2.79, p = .006). Tower
of London solutions time also improved across trials (ß = -0.06, t(85.65) = -5.21, p <
.001), and benefitted from initial Tower of Hanoi training in the transfer condition (ß = 0.08, t(100.35) = -2.20, p = .03). As shown in Figure 14, Tower of London solutions
times benefitted most from Tower of Hanoi training primarily in the first two noninterrupted trials than in later trials, which was supported by a solution time improvement
by transfer interaction (ß = 0.04, t(93.44) = 2.15, p=.03). These results provide evidence
that participants acquired skill for performing both disc-moving tasks, and that this skill
transferred between the Tower of Hanoi and Tower of London.
Because a central assumption of the Interruption Recovery Goal theory is that
interruption handling skill is acquired and transferred using mechanisms that are
independent of primary task skill acquisition and transfer, additional analyses were
performed in order to determine if interruption handling skill transfer and primary task
transfer observed in this experiment were related. First, the relationship between the
average resumption lag time and the average non-interrupted primary task solution time
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measures in each trial block was assessed for each participant using Pearson's r.
Resumption lag and primary task solution times were moderately related in the Tower of
Hanoi training block (r=.435, p=.001); however, when participants in this condition
switched to performing the Tower of London in their transfer block, the relationship
between their resumption lag and primary task solution times became negligible (r=.063;
p=.662). Similarly, resumption lag and primary task solution times were moderately
related when the Tower of London was performed at training (r=.387; p=.005). At
transfer, Tower of London resumption lag and solution times were still moderately
related (r=.348; p=.012), but the relationship had decreased, following the trend from the
Tower of Hanoi data. Together these findings indicated that the relationship between
resumption lag and primary task times might have been lowered by transfer to a new task
pair and that the relationship differed depending on the order of primary task presentation
within the condition.

Figure 13.

Experiment 2 Tower of Hanoi Solution Times

Non-interruption Tower of Hanoi solution times improved significantly and benefitted
from prior Tower of London training.
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Figure 14.

Experiment 2 Tower of London Solution Times

Non-interrupted Tower of London solution times improved significantly and benefitted
from prior Tower of Hanoi training.
To more directly assess the relationship between resumption lag time and primary
task solution time transfer, within-subjects transfer measures were calculated for both
resumption lag time and primary task time. Previously, within-subjects comparisons were
avoided because they involved making comparisons between different tasks, which had
systemic differences in average performance. For example, Tower of Hanoi trials usually
led to higher resumption lag times on average (e.g., 3500-4000 ms), while Tower of
London usually had lower resumption lag times (e.g., 2500-3000 ms). In order to acquire
a within-subjects measure of transfer, each individual’s average performance on the first
four trials of their training block task was transformed to be more in line with average
performance on the first four trials of the transfer block task.
The average solution time for the first four trials of Tower of Hanoi at training
across subjects was 19.73 s, and the average solution time for the first four trials of
Tower of London at training was 15.40 s. The difference was therefore 4.33 s, meaning
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that Tower of Hanoi solution times at training were transformed into Tower of London by
subtracting this difference and vice versa for transforming Tower of London solution
times at training into Tower of Hanoi. The average resumption lag time for the first four
interruptions of the Tower of Hanoi training at training was 2.99 s, and the average
solution time for the first four interruptions of the Tower of London at training was 2.89
s. The difference was therefore .01 s, meaning that Tower of Hanoi solution times at
training were transformed into Tower of London by subtracting this difference and vice
versa for transforming Tower of London solution times into Tower of Hanoi. After
transforming the training block data, a transfer value was acquired for each participant by
subtracting their average performance value on the first four trials at transfer from their
adjusted average performance value on the first four trials at training.
After acquiring a within-subjects measure of transfer for each participant, the
resumption lag and solution time transfer measures within each condition were then
correlated using Pearson's r. Resumption lag transfer and primary task transfer were not
found to be strongly related for participants who performed the Tower of Hanoi at
training (r=.087; p=.542) or for participants who performed the Tower of London at
training (r=.113; p=.428), supporting the hypothesis that interruption handling skill
provides unique improvements to primary task recovery than might be accounted for by
primary task skill acquisition and transfer.
Target Blanking Effect
A manipulation check was performed to determine if the method introduced for
this experiment (i.e., removing the target disc configuration from the display) introduced
additional performance deficits or otherwise contributed to skill acquisition effects as
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participants adapted to the target's absence. The "blanking" effect was quantified by
measuring time-to-action between the end of the last blocking move of a non-interrupted
trial and the first action made on the next move of that trial, which is analogous to the
resumption lag measure. LME models exploring the blanking effect included two withinsubjects terms, which tested for time-to-action differences between the eight blanked and
seven non-blanked trials in each block (Blanked) and time-to-action improvements across
trials (Trial Order), as well as an interaction between those terms. Removing the target
disc configuration display did not result in significantly different time-to-action times in
either the Tower of Hanoi or the Tower of London (all p's > .05). An interaction between
the Trial Order and Blanked terms was observed in the Tower of London data (ß= -0.15,
t(47.30)= -2.48, p= .02), indicating that blanked and no-blanked trials affected different
performance differently at different points in the block; however, no Blanked or Trial
Order main effects were observed, indicating that time-to-action performance on blanked
trials was not different from time-to-action performance on non-blanked trials and that
time-to-action performance did not change significantly throughout the block.
A series of LME models also assessed if the blanking effect might have had a
different impact on time-to-action performance at training and transfer. To explore this
question, time-to-action times for non-blanked and blanked trials were analyzed using
separate LME models that included the within-subjects Trial Order term to assess timeto-action improvement across trials, the between subjects Training-Transfer term to
assess time-to-action differences between the training and transfer blocks across groups,
and the interaction between Trial Order and Training-Transfer. Non-blanked trials were
not found to have significant time-to-action improvements, transfer, or interactions for
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either the Tower of Hanoi or Tower of London (all p's > .05). Time-to-action decreased
during the Tower of London training blocks (ß= -0.11, t(73.95)= -2.82, p= .006) and
differed between the Tower of London training and transfer blocks (ß= -0.20, t(65.01)= 2.55, p= .01), but, as shown in Figure 15, these differences mostly occurred in the first
trial of the training block, which indicated an initial reaction to the blanked target, but not
a sustained effect. The model was run again after removing time-to-action data for the
first blanked trial in each block, which showed that both time-to-action improvement (ß=
-0.07, t(154.67)= -2.63, p= .01) and differences between training and transfer (ß= -0.18,
t(50.60)= -2.53, p= .01) still occurred, but with weaker effects. No time-to-action
improvements or differences between blocks were observed during Tower of Hanoi
performance (all p's > .05), suggesting that the blanking effect did not result in systemic
performance alterations.

Figure 15.

Experiment 2 Tower of London Time-to-Action Times for Blanked Trials

Time-to-action transfer effects for blanked Tower of London trials were primarily driven
by an initial reaction to the first blanked trial.
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The impact of blanking the target disc configuration display was also evaluated by
comparing the number of errors that participants made during the move that immediately
followed the critical move (post-critical move) in each trial. Participants, on average,
made post-critical move errors during only a few trials in each block (Tower of Hanoi
Training: M=5.42; Tower of Hanoi Transfer: M=6; Tower of London Training: M=8.12;
Tower of London Transfer: M=8.24). Because LME models require trial-level data, and
too few trials had post-critical error commissions for the models to converge, the average
number of post-critical moves made between trial types (i.e., non-blanked, blanked, and
interrupted trials) and between training and transfer blocks were compared using 2
(Primary Task Order: training, transfer) x 3 (Trial Type: non-blanked, blanked, and
interrupted) GLMs. Post-critical move errors did not differ between training and transfer
blocks for either Tower of Hanoi or Tower of London performance (p's > .05). Trial type
related to differences in post-critical move error commission during both Tower of
Hanoi, F(2, 5) = 143.09, p <.001, and Tower of London performance, F(2, 5) = 245.37,
p<.001. Tukey HSD post hoc tests also indicated that, during both the Tower of Hanoi
and the Tower of London, interrupted trials led to more post-critical move error
commissions than did either non-blanked or blanked trials, and blanked trials did not lead
to significantly more post-critical error commissions than non-blanked trials, suggesting
that removing the target disc configuration display was not by itself as detrimental to
performance on either task as the interruption events. No interactions between primary
task order and trial type were significant.
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Discussion
An underlying hypothesis of the Interruption Recovery Goal theory is that
interruption handling skill acquisition reduces interruption interference through the
consolidation of productions for rehearsing and retrieving goal state and action sequence
information. Although Experiments 1A and 1B provided initial support for the
Interruption Recovery goal theory by finding interruption handling skill could transfer
across novel task pairs, the designs of those two studies made goal state and action
sequence reconstruction a viable interruption recovery strategy, making it unclear if
participants had acquired a rehearsal and retrieval skill or if they had acquired a
reconstruction skill. Experiment 2 addressed this question by removing the target disc
configuration display when participants returned to the primary tasks so that the task
environment could not support goal state or action sequence reconstruction. As such, the
findings that resumption lags improved and transferred across task-pairs in Experiment 2
provided evidence to support the idea that participants improved their ability to resume
the primary task by improving their ability to maintain goal state and action sequence
activation for faster retrieval at resumption.
LME model analyses of resumption lag data revealed that interruption handling
skill transferred between novel task pairs even without the support of onscreen target
state information at the time of resumption. Given the lack of onscreen information
available at the time of resumption, resumption lag improvements and transfer were
unlikely to have been the result of reconstruction process improvements. Because
blanking the target disc configuration display was not found to relate to increased timeto-action times, a transfer effect that affected more than the first trial of Tower of London
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performance, or increased post-critical move errors, the resumption lag transfer findings
were concluded to be a result of interruption handling skill acquisition rather than an
adaptation to new effects introduced by the target disc configuration blanking
manipulation. Alternatively, participants might have adopted trial-and-error resumption
strategies to reduce resumption lag duration. Adopting a trial-and-error strategy would
have been expected to result in an increased number of trials with multiple error
commissions during the post-critical move as participants searched for the next correct
move out of all possible moves. However, comparisons of average post-critical error
commissions between the training and transfer blocks did not reveal significant
differences in the number of post-critical error commissions, suggesting that post-critical
error commissions did not differ along with interruption handling skill transfer that was
measured by decreases in resumption lag times. Together, these findings supported the
conclusion that participants were able to strengthen goal state and action sequence
information for rapid retrieval at primary task resumption rather than reconstructing or
guessing the next move in sequence as described by the interruption handling skill
acquisition mechanisms outlined in the Interruption Recovery Goal theory.
Limitations to the conclusions for Experiment 2 included a replication of the
primary task performance transfer results that were originally observed in Experiment
1B. Once again, training in Tower of London was found to reduce Tower of Hanoi
solution times in the transfer block as compared to Tower of Hanoi training solution
times, and Tower of Hanoi training provided a similar benefit for Tower of London
solution times. Although moderate correlations between resumption lag times and
primary task solution times in each block further suggested that primary task skill might
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influence the resumption lag measure, the relationship was also found to be lower in the
transfer blocks than in the training blocks, suggesting that the two measures benefitted
from the transfer of different skills. Weak relationships between resumption lag and
primary task solution times found by using within-subjects correlations between the
training and transfer blocks in each condition revealed additional evidence that primary
task skill acquisition did not relate to improved resumption lag times or transfer effects.
Overall, a moderate relationship between interruption handling and primary task
measures is not entirely unexpected as familiarity with the primary task should provide
increased activation to primary task procedures, which can improve accessibility for
retrieval. However, the divergent relationship between primary task and interruption
handling measures when transferring to a novel task-pair supports the idea that
interruption handling skill is not fully encompassed by primary task skill acquisition
effects. Consistent with the Interruption Recovery Goal theory, these results supported
the idea that the goal to resume a primary task is theoretically independent of the goals
and procedures for actually performing each constituent task so that interruption handling
skill can provide benefits that are specific to primary task recovery performance.
However, it is the case that the current body of evidence does not clearly delineate the
influence of primary task skill acquisition on interruption handling skill acquisition,
meaning that co-occurrence of skill transfer must be interpreted with caution. Future
studies will need to more directly explore the relationship between primary task skill and
interruption handling skill in order to develop more precise methods of distinguishing
between the contributions provided by the acquisition of each skill.
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The concept of a task-general mechanism for improving interruption handling
skill through practice has implications for training individuals in a wide range of
occupations and a variety of interruption situations. The evidence presented thus far,
however, has been limited to interruptions that occur immediately, without warning, and
that last only a short amount of time (20 s). For interruption practice to be applicable as
an effective means of general interruption handling skill training, resumption lag transfer
must occur across variations of interruption features such as warning availability and
interruption duration. Experiment 3 broaches these issues by manipulating key
interruption features using the established transfer design.
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EXPERIMENT 3
The previous experiments in this work have explored the ability to transfer
interruption handling skill transfer across task pairs. Evidence from the literature
indicated that resumption time improvements were limited to practiced primary and
interrupting task-pairs (Cades et al., 2011), leading to the argument that interruption
handling skill represented an acquired association between the action elements of the
constituent tasks. The experiments presented thus far in the current work have
contradicted the task-pair specific conclusions proposed by the literature, demonstrating
that interruption practice in one task-pair context led to improved resumption lag times
for interruptions in a novel task-pair context. Transfer theories, such as PRIMs (Taatgen,
2013), have established that skill can only transfer between tasks that have similar
processing elements. An account that is consistent with PRIMs theory would assume that
common processing elements for goal information rehearsal and retrieval across
interruptions serve as the mechanism of interruption handling skill transfer. According to
the proposed Interruption Recovery Goal theory, however, interruption handling skill
improves both by strengthening the interruption recovery goal for easy access at
interruption onset and by consolidating processes for rehearsing and retrieving goal-state
information. Within this theory, interruption handling failures would arise from either
failing to access the interruption recovery goal itself or by failing to adequately
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strengthen goal state information using the associated rehearsal procedure. Although
task-specific skills and processing demands might influence the ability to perform the
interruption handling skill by reducing problem state availability, interruption handling
skill develops to achieve the interruption recovery goal rather than to perform any
specific combination of constituent tasks. This interpretation of interruption handling
skill provides new predictions for when resumption practice might fail to benefit novel
situations.
If interruption handling skill involves the acquisition of productions or PRIMs
that facilitate the resumption of interrupted primary tasks, then it can be inferred that
transferring to different interruption contexts that require productions or PRIMs that do
not match those acquired during earlier interruption practice would result in less
resumption lag transfer. In essence, the interruption handling skill acquired for one type
of interruption context would fail to transfer to an incompatible interruption context. To
test this hypothesis, Experiment 3 explored recovery skill transfer between interruption
situations that fostered different rehearsal and retrieval strategies. Previous research has
shown that interruption lags (i.e., warning periods) of 8 seconds led to significantly lower
resumption lag times than interruptions that lacked interruption lags, suggesting that
participants used the interruption lag to rehearse primary task information (Trafton et al.,
2003). Interruptions in the previous experiments of this dissertation consistently lasted 20
seconds and did not include interruption lags. The lack of interruption lags would suggest
that any primary task goal state or action sequence rehearsal would have to occur on-line
during interrupting task performance.
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Although not task specific, interruption handling skills such as the one acquired
during the previous experiments are not expected to universally apply to all interruption
contexts; however, the Interruption Recovery Goal mechanisms outline predictions for
the success and failure of skill transfer across interruptions. Prior research has
demonstrated that interruption features such as interrupting task difficulty (Cades et al.,
2006) and interruption lag availability (Trafton et al., 2003) affect resumption lag
duration. Because the previous experiments were designed to find evidence that the
interruption handling skill were task-general, all interruptions in the previous experiments
had the same features (i.e., immediate onset and 20 s duration). As such, the skill
acquired to recover from the interruptions in the previous experiments would have
revolved around increasing the availability of the problem state resource for on-line goal
state rehearsal. Interruption lags, which allow for goal state strengthening prior to
interruption onset, reduce the need for concurrent rehearsal and the likelihood that
concurrent rehearsal skills will form. Therefore, interruption practice involving
interruption lags would result in an interruption handling skill that should not transfer, or
even negatively transfer, to interruptions with immediate onsets. Because activation of
goal state and action sequence information decreases throughout the interrupting task
without intermittent rehearsal, skill acquired for handling interruptions with interruption
lag at practice would be even less likely to transfer if the interruptions at transfer had both
immediate onsets as well as longer interrupting task durations.
PRIMs theory has suggested that the most common rehearsal processes would
transfer between interruptions; however, on-line (i.e., during interrupting task) and offline (i.e., during interruption lag) rehearsal skills were not expected to share transferable
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PRIMs. Therefore, recovery skill was only expected to transfer to interruption contexts
that involved a greater degree of overlapping PRIMs, and interruption contexts that
required different PRIMs would show less transfer. Specifically, interruptions with
interruption lags, which did not require on-line rehearsal strategies for successful
recovery, would be expected not to transfer or to negatively transfer to interruptions with
immediate onsets.
Method
Participants
Participants in Experiment 3 were randomly assigned to one of the six experiment
conditions in the same manner as previous experiments in this work. Data were collected
from a total of 168 participants. Twelve participants were excluded from the analyses
because they had interrupting task accuracy that was less than 70% accuracy on the
interrupting tasks while completing 30 or more trials (20 s interruptions) or 70 or more
trials (60 s interruptions) of the interrupting task in a single interruption, which suggested
that these individuals did not actually perform the interrupting tasks. Participants either
received 1.5-hours of course credit or $10 per hour for the 1.5 hour session as
compensation for their participation.
Design and Procedure
The design of Experiment 3 counterbalanced task-pair presentation so that
between-subjects comparisons could be made between blocks that presented participant
with the same primary and interrupting task-pair (e.g., Tower of Hanoi paired with twodigit addition). Primary and interrupting tasks were the same as those presented in
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Experiment 1B, because data were already collected that indicated how primary task and
interruption handling skill transfer occur in this task context. The primary manipulation
in this experiment, however, assessed transfer across interruption contexts rather than
across tasks.
Table 6 shows the tasks and interruption types presented in each block of each
condition. Depending on condition and block, interrupting tasks either had a 20-second or
60-second duration. Interruptions in blocks not marked as “Imm.” all had 8-second
interruption lags, whereas the interruptions in the remaining blocks had immediate
onsets. Interruption onset methods were consistent with those of the earlier experiments
so that all interruptions occurred immediately after a critical move (clearing the last
blocking move). Methods for “blanking” the target disc configuration from the display
were also replicated from Experiment 2 to assure that skill acquisition and transfer effects
would be due to encoding and retrieval processes rather than improvements to
reconstruction. For interruptions with interruption lags, an onscreen warning indicated
that an interruption was about to occur. Once the warning arrived, participants were not
able to make moves on the task, but the task display was still available until interruption
onset, at which time the screen updated to show the interrupting task. This interruption
lag method was similar to methods from previous research (Trafton et al., 2003).
Each condition presented 15 interruptions throughout each block of 30 primary
task trials. As in Experiment 2, primary task problems were randomly presented, and
problem difficulty was controlled by having all primary task problems have the same
number of blocking moves.
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Table 6
Experiment 3 Interruption Type Transfer Design
Int. Feature
Interruption Lag

Interruption
Duration

Condition

N

Training

Transfer

1

26

Imm. ToH/Add 20sec Lag ToL/PS 60sec

2

24

Lag ToL/PS 20sec

Imm. ToH/Add 20sec

3

27

Lag ToL/PS 60sec

Imm. ToH/Add 20sec

4

26

Lag ToH/Add 60sec

Lag ToL/PS 20sec

5

28

Lag ToL/PS 20sec

Lag ToH/Add 60sec

6

25

Imm. ToL/PS 20sec

Lag ToH/Add 60sec

Note. Colors indicate blocks included in each transfer comparison. Only one transfer
block was included in any given comparison. Imm. = Immediate, Lag = Interruption lag,
ToH = Tower of Hanoi, ToL = Tower of London, Add = Addition, PS = Perceptual
Speed.
Results
Analyses were performed using the maximal LME model structures that were
used in Experiment 2. As indicated by the highlighted cells in Table 6, each model only
included data from Tower of Hanoi trials to avoid complications due to effect size
differences. Random effects of trial, participant, and random slopes for each participant’s
performance across trials were entered as random effects into each model. The fixed
effects of interest were trial order (skill acquisition), Transfer-Training (RL Transfer),
and the interaction between trial order and Transfer-Training. Model fit was achieved by
removing non-significant fixed effects terms using a backwards-stepwise method per the
analysis methods described by Barr and colleagues (2013). In cases where the model
failed to converge, random effects interaction terms were removed from the model. Each
model only included data from two trial blocks at a time, resulting in four separate
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models. As shown in Table 6, training in Conditions 1 and 4 served as the basis for two
larger transfer analyses: 1.) interruption lag availability and 2.) interruption duration (see
Table 7 for descriptive statistics). Resumption lag transfer across interruption lag
availability was evaluated by both of the conditions that were compared to Condition 1,
which involved training with interruption lag interruptions and transferring to immediate
interruptions. Within the interruption lag availability analyses, Condition 3 additionally
included decreasing interruption duration to 20 s from 60 s from training to transfer.
Conditions compared to Condition 4 training evaluated resumption lag transfer across
differing interruption durations, consistently increasing interruption duration from 20s at
training to 60 s at transfer, while Condition 6 additionally added a switch from training
with immediate interruptions to a transfer block with interruption lag interruptions.
Table 7
Experiment 3 Tower of Hanoi Resumption Lag Transfer
Int. Feature
Interruption Lag

Interruption
Duration

Condition

N

Mean Transfer

1

26

2693.64 (209.20)

2

24

2140.25 (141.57)

3

27

2497.03 (186.34)

4

26

3113.67 (144.25)

5

28

2435.34 (116.28)

6

25

2274.00 (110.89)

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses.
Interruption Lag Availability Transfer
The LME models of transfer across interruption lag availability assessed the
amount of transfer that occurred when participants were given an 8 s warning prior to
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each interruption in the training block and then immediate interruption onset in the
transfer block. As shown by Table 8, the first interruption lag availability analysis
(Condition 1 – Condition 2), which included interruption blocks that only differed based
on interruption lag availability, indicated that resumption lags improved across trials and
that resumption lag improvements acquired from training with interruptions with
interruption lags transferred to interruptions with immediate onsets (all p's < .05). A skill
acquisition and transfer interaction also showed that the transfer effect differed across
trials in each block, which was indicative of an asymptotic curve in the Condition 1
training trials that was not present in the Condition 2 transfer trials, which had benefited
from skill acquired during the training block (see Figure 16).

Figure 16.

Experiment 3 Interruption Lag Availability Resumption Lag Times

Resumption lag times improved across training block trials (Condition 1) and transferred
across interruption lag availability (Condition 2) as well as interruption lag availability
coupled with a decrease in interruption duration (Condition 3).
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Table 8
LME Fixed Effects for Interruption Lag Availability Comparisons
Interruption Lag Availability
Int. Feature

Estimate

S.E.

df

t

(Intercept)

0.06

0.09

50.55

0.71

RL Improve

Trial Order

-0.18

0.03

50.70

-5.10 <0.001*

RL Transfer

Transfer - Training

-0.29

0.13

48.86

-2.24 0.03*

Skill x Transfer

Interaction

0.15

0.05

46.99

3.21

0.002*

(Intercept)

0.07

0.10

52.43

0.70

0.49

RL Improve

Trial Order

-0.18

0.04

44.39

-4.47 <0.001*

RL Transfer

Transfer - Training

-0.12

0.13

50.92

-0.85 0.40

Skill x Transfer

Interaction

0.13

0.06

34.29

2.13

Hypothesis

(Cond.1 - Cond. 2)

(Cond.1 – Cond.3)

Predictor

p
0.48

0.04*

Note. RL = resumption lag.
Transfer across interruption lag availability (Condition 1 – Condition 3) was also
explored in a situation which also included a simultaneous decrease in interruption
duration from 60 s to 20 s. Once again, resumption lag times improved across trials (see
Table 8). However, the LME model indicated that resumption lag improvements did not
transfer across the change to both resumption lag availability and interruption duration. A
significant skill acquisition and transfer interaction suggested that resumption lags
transfer effects might have differed at different points during skill acquisition. As
demonstrated by Figure 16, skill transfer showed the greatest performance differences
between the first few trials of each block than in the latter trials, whereas later trials
lacked the resumption lag transfer effect due to increased similarities in resumption
performance as skill in both blocks approached asymptote. To test this explanation, a
follow-up LME model, which was similar to analyses from the previous studies, only
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included the first four resumption lag times from each block. A non-significant skill
acquisition by transfer interaction was removed from the final model. Transfer in this
model did improve resumption lags between the first four interruptions of the training
and transfer blocks (ß = -0.29, t(52.43) = -2.28, p = .03), suggesting that training with
interruptions that possessed both interruption lags and longer interruption durations was
able to benefit resumption lags from immediate onset interruptions that had shorter
durations. Next, resumption lags for all interruptions that occurred after the first four
were entered into a separate LME model. No main effects or interactions in this model
were significant even after removing the skill acquisition by transfer interaction term (all
p's > .05), supporting the argument that participants acquired skill rapidly during the
training block so that resumption lags in later parts of the block overlapped with
resumption lags in the transfer block after interruption handling skill reached asymptote.
Resumption lag times were also compared between the transfer blocks of
Conditions 2 and 3 in order to determine if the amount of interruption handling skill
might have differed due to the differing interruption contexts that these participants
practiced at training (see Table 9). Although Figure 16 indicated that resumption lags in
Condition 3 tended to be longer on average throughout the block than resumption lags in
Condition 2, no significant main effects or interactions were significant in the LME
model (all p's > .05), suggesting that resumption lag performance, and by extension the
degree of transfer each block received, did not differ during the transfer blocks of these
conditions. Additionally, because the resumption lag difference approached significance,
a similar LME was performed on resumption lag data from the first four interruptions in
these blocks, when differences in skill transfer might have been maximal. Once again, the
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model indicated that no significant main effects or interactions were observed for Trial
Order and resumption lag difference (all p’s > .05), further supporting that mean
resumption lag times did not differ significantly between the transfer blocks of conditions
2 and 3.
Table 9
LME Fixed Effects for Interruption Lag Availability Condition Transfer Blocks
Int. Feature

Hypothesis

Interruption Lag Availability
Predictor
Estimate

S.E.

df

t

p

(Intercept)

0.03

0.08

51.65

0.44 0.66

RL Improve

Trial Order

-0.005

0.003

42.62

-1.61 0.11

RL Difference

Transfer - Training

-0.20

0.11

49.46

-1.83 0.07

Skill x Transfer

Interaction

0.003

0.007

35.68

0.41 0.68

(Cond.2 - Cond. 3)

Note. Values for each term reported from the best fit LME model.
Interruption Duration Transfer
Two LME models assessed the amount of resumption lag transfer that occurred
between blocks that presented interruptions of differing durations. The first analysis
(Condition 4 – Condition 5) assessed transfer to interruptions with a 60 s duration after
training with interruptions that had a 20 s duration while interruption availability was also
constant across blocks. The skill acquisition factor indicated that resumption lags did
significantly improved within the blocks, and the transfer factor showed that interruption
handling skill that was acquired while practicing 20 s duration interruptions transferred to
60 s duration interruptions (see Table 10). As shown in Figure 17, skill acquisition and
transfer interacted so that interruption handling skill transfer reduced the differences
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between earlier resumption lags in these conditions than later resumption lags in these
conditions.
The second interruption duration transfer analysis (Condition 4 – Condition 6)
assessed transfer when the increase in interruption durations was accompanied by a loss
of interruption lag availability. As shown in Table 10, the trial order by transfer
interaction in this LME was not significant and was removed from the final model.
Resumption lags were also not found to improve significantly within blocks, but this
finding was indicative of transfer resumption times being near ceiling throughout the
block. Resumption lags in the transfer block were lower than those in the training block,
indicating that interruption handling skill transferred even when interruptions no longer
had accompanying interruption lags and interruption duration increased by 40 s.

Figure 17.

Experiment 3 Interruption Duration Resumption Lag Times

Resumption lag times improved across training block trials (Condition 4), transferred
across interruption duration (Condition 5), and transferred across interruption duration
increase coupled with interruption lag availability (Condition 6).
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Table 10
LME Fixed Effects for Interruption Duration Comparisons
Int. Feature

Interruption Duration
Predictor
Estimate
(Intercept)
0.27

S.E.
0.09

df
52.29

t
p
3.086 0.003*

RL Improve

Trial Order

-0.13

0.06

32.87

-2.352 0.02*

RL Transfer

Transfer - Training

-0.35

0.11

54.16

-3.291 0.002*

Skill x Transfer

Interaction

0.16

0.07

31.66

2.130 0.04*

(Intercept)

0.25

0.09

50.79

2.891 0.006*

RL Improve

Trial Order

-0.06

0.04

39.65

-1.712 0.09

RL Transfer

Transfer - Training

-0.41

0.11

51.41

-3.828 <0.001*

Skill x Transfer

Interaction

0.11

0.07

38.00

Hypothesis

(Cond.4 – Cond.5)

(Cond.4 – Cond.6)

1.60

0.12

Note. Values for each term reported from the best fit LME model. RL = resumption lag.
On-Line Rehearsal
Thus far, the findings of this study have supported that interruption handling skill,
measured as resumption lag, was capable of being transferred across interruption contexts
that differed in interruption lag availability, interruption duration, or both. The
Interruption Recovery Goal theory suggests that this transfer would occur between
overlapping rehearsal processes in each interruption context. In particular, on-line
rehearsal was predicted to be the most beneficial aspect of interruption handling skill for
maintaining primary task goal state and action sequence information for later retrieval.
An additional analysis tested the on-line rehearsal prediction by comparing the
rate of interruption trial completion between interruptions with different durations. This
comparison was chosen because longer interruptions were expected to require more online rehearsal events in order to prevent goal state activation from dropping below
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threshold during longer primary task suspension. Table 11 supports this prediction,
showing that participants in blocks with 20-s interruption durations had a faster average
two-digit addition trial completion times than participants in blocks with 60-s interruption
durations, t(155) = 7.68, p < .001. Additionally, conditions within each interruption
duration set did not exhibit significantly different addition trial completion times, all p’s
> .05, indicating that only the main effect of interruption duration had a meaningful
impact on average two-digit addition trial completion times.
Table 11
Mean Two-Digit Addition Trial Completion Times
Int. Duration

20 seconds

60 seconds

Condition Mean Seconds per Trial
1

5.40 (0.22)

2

5.73 (0.27)

3

5.40 (0.19)

Overall

5.50 (0.13)

4

7.28 (0.28)

5

7.27 (0.42)

6

7.37 (0.27)

Overall

7.31 (0.19)

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses.
Discussion
The results of Experiment 3 provided evidence that interruption handling skill
transferred between interruption contexts. Interruption practice that involved interruption
lag was expected to decrease on-line rehearsal practice during the interrupting task,
limiting the amount of useful PRIMs that might transfer to immediate onset interruptions,
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which require online rehearsal for goal state and action sequence activation
strengthening. Increasing interruption duration from training to transfer was also
expected to inhibit transfer, especially when paired with interruption lags, because
extended time on the interrupting task would require additional on-line rehearsal events.
The results of Experiment 3, however, indicated that resumption lag improvements
transferred regardless of which interruption feature changed. Additionally, transfer was
also observed when both features changed at the same time. The only exception to this
finding was seen when measuring skill transfer between conditions 1 and 3, which could
only be observed when only the data from the first four interruptions were included in the
analysis. Although this finding supports the original hypotheses that predicted less
transfer between interruption contexts with differing interruption lag availability, finding
that interruption handling skill transferred when only including the first four interruptions
in the analysis indicates that resumption lag times did not increase at the beginning of the
condition 3 transfer block, as would be expected if skill had failed to transfer.
Figure 16 shows that resumption lag times throughout the condition 3 transfer
block were consistently higher, although not significantly higher, than resumption lag
times in the condition 2 transfer block. Because resumption lags were higher throughout
the condition 3 transfer block, mean resumption lag time in the transfer block overlapped
with mean resumption lag from the training block on earlier interruptions, leading to a
non-significant overall transfer effect across all interruptions. It is unlikely that the
general increase in resumption lag times in conditions 3 were due to the introduction of
immediate onset interruptions after training with interruption lags, because participants in
condition 2 experienced the same manipulation but without the simultaneous decrease in
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interruption duration. An alternative explanation for the longer resumption lags in
condition 3 is that participants could not anticipate the end of the 20 s interruptions after
having trained on 60 s interruptions, making them generally slower at reacting to the
sudden switch back to the primary task.
The proposed Interruption Recovery Goal account has made the claim that a goal
to resume the primary task following an interruption governs the rehearsal and retrieval
processes necessary for successful primary task resumption. Given this interpretation,
interruption handling skill was viewed as both the strengthening of the interruption
recovery goal as well as the consolidation of productions for rehearsing and retrieving
goal state and action sequence information. Because on-line rehearsal is limited by
competing problem state demands between interrupting task goal productions and
primary task goal rehearsal productions (Threaded Cognition; Salvucci & Taatgen, 2008),
repeated exposure to interruptions with immediate onsets were thought to lead to the
consolidation of specialized productions that are specifically adapted to on-line rehearsal.
Although the interruption recovery goal was itself assumed to generalize to any
interruption from which an individual intended to resume to the primary task, it was
unclear if specialized productions for rehearsing and retrieving goal information might
limit the ability to transfer interruption handling skill to novel interruption contexts.
Failure to transfer these production or PRIMs was expected to result in insufficient goal
state or action sequence strengthening either before or during the interrupting task.
Consistent with Memory for Goals predictions, without sufficient strengthening the
primary task goal information activation was expected to drop below retrieval threshold
within approximately 5 seconds (Altmann & Trafton, 2002). By finding that interruption
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handling skill transferred across novel interruption contexts, the results of Experiment 3
have suggested that the rehearsal and retrieval productions associated with the
interruption recovery goal are ubiquitous enough to be adapted to interruptions with
novel features (e.g., interruption lag availability).
Limitations to the findings in Experiment 3 included a lack of full interruption
context counterbalancing and the inclusion of only one primary task in each transfer
analysis. The direction of feature change from training to transfer in Experiment 3 was
selected under the assumption that they would provide the greatest resistance to
interruption handling skill transfer. For example, all interruption lag availability transfer
analyses involved training participants using interruptions with interruption lags and then
transferring them to interruptions with immediate onsets. To fully counterbalance the
manipulation, additional conditions that presented immediate onset interruptions at
training before transferring to interruption lag interruptions would need to be
implemented as well. However, because immediate interruptions have been shown to
decrease resumption performance more than interruption lag interruptions (Trafton et al.,
2003) by requiring more on-line rehearsal during the interrupting task, the interruption
lag to immediate onset directionality of the experimental design was expected to require
the acquisition of a less adaptive rehearsal strategies (i.e., off-line rehearsal). Conversely,
training on interruption lag interruptions was expected to transfer well to interruption lag
interruptions, because participants would minimally gain the benefit of off-line rehearsal,
which would make it difficult to discern transfer of on-line rehearsal skill from
resumption lag improvements that were due to off-line rehearsal. A similar design logic
applied to selecting the directionality of the interruption duration directionality so that 20
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s durations were presented at training and 60 s durations were presented at transfer.
Interruptions with 60 s duration were expected to require more goal rehearsal events than
those with 20 s durations in order to maintain goal information for reliable retrieval at the
end of the interrupting task according to ACT-R (Anderson, 2007) and Memory for Goals
(Altmann & Trafton, 2002). This expectation was supported by the observation that
average two-digit addition trial completion time during 60-s interruptions was longer than
two-digit addition trial completion time during 20-s interruptions, suggesting that more
on-line rehearsal events occurred during each 60-s interruption. Although fewer on-line
rehearsal event may have occurred during 20-s interruptions, it is possible that 20 s is
long enough to require on-line rehearsal, meaning that participants would have developed
very similar interruption handling skills regardless of the duration that they experienced
at training. Future research can explore this possibility by training participants with
interruptions that have shorter (e.g., 5 s-10 s) interruption durations and assessing transfer
to 20 s or 60 s interruptions. Alternatively, if the interrupting tasks used in this
experiment did not frequently demand the use of the problem state resource, then on-line
rehearsal might have been easier to do regardless of whether or not it was needed during
shorter-duration interruptions.
A final limitation of the experimental design involved the use of resumption lag
performance from only the Tower of Hanoi blocks. Utilizing only one of the primary
tasks during the analyses has potentially limited the generalizability of the conclusions.
However, across the experiments in this work, interruption handling skill transfer has
been observed regardless of the primary task presented at training or transfer, but the
power of the observed transfer has been greatest when the direction of transfer has been
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from Tower of London training to Tower of Hanoi. Because the focus of Experiment 3
was to observe whether interruption handling skill could or could not transfer across
interruption feature changes, transfer to the Tower of Hanoi from Tower of London
training was selected as a source of robust, powerful transfer effects.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Few works have studied the nature of interruption handling skill prior to the
experiments performed as part of this dissertation (Cades et al., 2006; Cades et al., 2011).
This lack of research has been due, in part, to a general treatment of interruptions as
simply being an incidental part of multiple-task performance. The few studies that have
directly addressed interruption handling skill acquisition have been mired in the view that
interruption handling skill is inextricably coupled with primary task skill acquisition. The
Interruption Recovery Goal theory introduced as part of this dissertation describes a new
theory that treats interruption handling skill as a skill that is unique from either the
primary or interrupting task skills, creating a new avenue for researching interruption
handling skill acquisition and its mechanisms. The results gathered during the included
experiments have provided some initial support for the Interruption Recovery Goal
theory and provided some insights into its capabilities and limitations as a task-general
mechanism of interruption handling skill acquisition.
Interruption Handling Skill Transfer
The Interruption Recovery Goal theory developed from a concept mentioned in
the study by Cades and colleagues (2011), in which the authors speculated about a taskgeneral interruption handling skill mechanism as one of three possible mechanisms of
practice-related resumption lag improvements: 1.) task-specific practice, 2.) task-pair98

specific practice, and 3.) task-general practice. Whereas, the task-specific and task-pairspecific mechanisms both implied that interruption handling skill built directly from the
acquisition of skills acquired while practicing the constituent tasks, the task-general
mechanism implied that individuals might acquire skill for a third “task” for resuming
from interruptions after multiple interruption exposures. Despite previous evidence that
resumption lag times became faster along with greater interruption exposures (Trafton et
al., 2003; Cades et al., 2006), no established theory adequately explained how
interruption handling skill could be acquired independently from the constituent tasks.
Without a clear theoretical backing, and lacking firm evidence that could show that
resumption lag performance was not related to some combination of constituent task
improvements, Cades and colleagues (2011) concluded that resumption lag
improvements could only benefit the task-pair in which interruption practice originally
occurred. The theory and evidence presented in this dissertation, however, have provided
initial support for the task-general account of interruption handling skill acquisition
encapsulated within the Interruption Recovery Goal theory.
The central premise of the Interruption Recovery Goal theory is that individuals
who intend to resume an interrupted task store that intention as a goal chunk that is
independent from the goals for completing either the primary or interrupting task in a
given task context. The interruption recovery goal, in turn, is associated with productions
for rehearsing primary task goal state and action sequence information that would not
normally exist as part of the primary task's procedure. The memory-based mechanisms
that are the underpinnings of the Interruption Recovery Goal lead to predictions about
when and how primary task resumption might fail. First, the need to encode the
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interruption recovery goal chunk suggests that insufficient strengthening via rehearsal or
retrieval cues can cause the intention to resume to never be retrieved, resulting in
complete failures to resume the primary task. Second, the representation of the primary
task goal state at interruption onset must be encoded and retrieved as a declarative chunk
in order to avoid repeating procedural steps that have already been completed. Finally,
storing and retrieving detailed information about planned sequences of actions can
decrease interruption resumption time by bypassing lengthy reconstruction processes.
Although the latter two predictions have implications for the speed and accuracy
of resumption behavior, the first prediction is best assessed by studies that measure the
rate of returns to the interrupted task. For example, Dodhia and Dismukes (2009) have
found evidence that encoding the intention to resume and then retrieving that intention
can be hindered when explicit cues are not available. During their study, participants
were instructed to return to interrupted tasks immediately following an interruption and
before continuing to new tasks. Participants in the encoding reminder condition were
provided with a reminder message during a four second pause at the beginning of each
interruption, whereas participants in the control condition only experienced the foursecond pause with no reminder. Participants in the encoding reminder condition had a
higher proportion of successful primary task resumptions than did participants in the
control condition despite both conditions providing participants with four-second
interruption lags. The explicit reminder to resume the primary task after the interruption
would have cued the interruption recovery goal chunk to be placed into the goal buffer,
allowing it to either be strengthened for the remainder of the interruption lag for easier
access at the end of the interruption or to simply be maintained in the goal buffer for the
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duration of the interruption. By finding that participants were less likely to resume the
interrupted task without an explicit reminder, these results also support the idea that the
interruption recovery goal is not simply an extension of the goal to perform the primary
task.
An overarching question broached in this dissertation has been whether or not
interruption handling skill is task-general or task-pair-specific. Typically, comparing
differences in a behavioral measure across unique task contexts is limited because the
demands of each task can alter behavior in unexpected ways. The counterbalanced design
implemented in each study of this dissertation was adapted from Singley and Anderson
(1989) as a means for evaluating the transfer of skill across novel task contexts while
controlling for task-specific variability within the resumption lag measure. By comparing
performance between blocks that shared task context and amount of exposure to that task
context, the null hypothesis predicted that performance levels for blocks with equivalent
exposure to a given task context should be equal. The results from each experiment,
however, consistently revealed that resumption lags were lower in trial blocks that
followed interruption practice in a novel task-pair context, supporting the conclusion that
interruption recover skill acquired during practice was able to transfer to later
interruptions despite the task-pair context change across blocks.
Because the Tower of Hanoi and Tower of London have many commonalities as
disc-moving tasks, the transfer of skill between these two tasks was also evaluated as an
alternate explanation for resumption lag improvements and transfer. Indeed, evidence for
skill transfer between the tasks was observed as a decrease in transfer block solution
times in the Tower of Hanoi during Experiment 1B. However, the fact that disc-moving
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skill only transferred to the Tower of Hanoi from Tower of London practice, whereas
resumption lag transferred regardless of primary task presentation order, implied that
disc-moving skill transfer was not directly related to interruption handling skill transfer.
During Experiment 2, which increased the power of Tower of London transfer effects by
including more participants in the analysis, disc-moving skill was found to transfer to
both primary tasks. Finding primary task solution time transfer suggested that the
resumption lag improvements in the transfer blocks might have related to primary task
skill transfer between the Tower of Hanoi and Tower of London. A relationship between
resumption lag and primary task solution time transfer could indicate that the similarities
between the goal state and action sequence representations that need to be stored for
primary task resumption led to resumption time improvements as participants practiced a
primary task. To explore this possible relationship, resumption lag and solution time
measures were first adjusted based on constants that represented the average differences
in performance between the task contexts, allowing a within-subjects correlation between
resumption lag transfer and solution time transfer to be performed. Based on these
correlations, resumption lag and solution time transfer effects were not found to be
related to one another, supporting the hypothesis that resumption lag and primary task
solution time improvements represent the acquisition of unique skills that are associated
with distinct goals.
Within the Interruption Recovery Goal theory, the independence of the
interruption recovery goal from the constituent task goals is the foundation for behavioral
predictions regarding the acquisition of interruption handling skill. In particular, because
interruption handling skill was assumed to represent the consolidation of rehearsal and
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retrieval productions associated with the interruption recovery goal chunk, interruption
practice is expected to be able to benefit future interruptions, even when those
interruptions have novel task-pairs, because each interruption should have a high degree
of production overlap. However, Cades et al. (2011) arrived at a different conclusion
when they observed that resumption lag improvements across blocks with consistent
task-pairs did not continue in the first block that presented participants with a novel taskpair. Based on this finding, they concluded that interruption handling skill represents the
development of productions that associated actions within the primary and interrupting
tasks to one another. For example, a consistent interrupting task would be expected to end
with a consistent sequence of actions based on its unique rules. Through repetition, this
action sequence could become associated with the need to start an action sequence in the
primary task. However, unless interruption onset always occurred at the same point in the
primary task's procedure, which is not likely in real-world environments, the ending
action sequence in an interruption might at best become a cue to resume the primary task,
priming the interruption recovery goal for retrieval, but not guaranteeing the retrieval of a
specific next action.
An interruption recovery goal provides two different accounts for the
improvement of resumption performance following interruption practice. First, in
instances when the interruption recovery goal itself needs to be retrieved, Interruption
Recovery Goal theory suggests that the ending sequence of the interrupting task serves as
a retrieval cue for the interruption recovery goal, strengthening the activation of the goal
chunk for faster retrieval. Alternatively, if the interruption recovery goal remains present
in the goal buffer concurrently with the interrupting task goal, then completing the
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interrupting task would simply remove its goal from the goal buffer, releasing resources
for immediate use by productions that retrieve goal state or action sequence information.
A similar explanation could be that the primary task goal, rather than a separate
interruption recovery goal, remains in the goal buffer during interruptions, but this
explanation is less likely because placing a goal in the goal buffer implies that some
immediate action is being attempted on that goal. Because the interruption recovery goal
also includes productions to maintain goal state and action sequence information during
the interruption, it is more likely to be concurrently present in the goal buffer when the
interrupting task goal ends. In this sense, familiarity with a specific interrupting task
would allow the ending sequence to serve as a retrieval cue for goal retrieval productions
simply by virtue of the fact that the individual might be better able to predict when the
interruption will end. Studies that have reported resumption lag improvements (e.g.,
Trafton et al., 2003; Cades et al., 2006; Cades et al., 2011) have interrupted participants
with interruptions designed to last approximately 30 s rather than until completion of the
interrupting task, forcing a return to the primary task via a computer display update. It is
possible that participants became accustomed to the duration of the interruptions in those
studies, using an estimate of the amount of time spent on the interrupting task as a cue for
primary task resumption in lieu of the actual completion of the interrupting task. The
interruption design used in the experiments presented in this dissertation also interrupted
participants for a fixed amount of time before forcing a primary task return. The
interruptions in the dissertation experiments differed from previous study designs by
presenting tasks that were short enough to allow for multiple trial completions within the
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span of a single interruption, which might have limited the ability to accurately track the
duration of each interruption.
The existing interruption handling skill acquisition literature does not provide a
clear means for assessing the benefit that anticipating the end of interruption can have on
resumption lag time. From the standpoint of the Interruption Recovery Goal account,
being able to anticipate the end of an interruption activates the interruption recovery goal,
allowing for a faster switch to primary task recovery when the interruption ends. This
anticipation effect, however, would not directly benefit the likelihood of successful goal
state or action sequence retrieval, which is dependent on the amount of rehearsal that
occurred either before or during the interruption. Failures to adequately strengthen
activation for goal state or action sequence information would still lead to marked
resumption lag increases even if participants became reliably faster at making resumption
attempts after each interruption. Therefore, decreased resumption lag times observed
following interruption practice in both the previous and the current experiments are
unlikely to have merely represented an improved ability to anticipate the end of each
interruption.
Experiments 1A and 1B provided empirical evidence that interruption handling
skill transfers when only the primary task in the task-pair changes (Experiment 1A), and
that interruption handling skill also transfer when both the interrupting task and primary
task in a task-pair change between the training and transfer blocks (Experiment 1B).
These results serve as an empirical foundation for a task-general mechanism of
interruption handling skill. Performance in an entirely novel task-pair at transfer
eliminates the possibility that a task-pair-specific association between actions can benefit
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resumption. Additionally, the switch also reduces the chances that familiarity with the
relevant goal information for any of the constituent tasks improves resumption lag time
by improving the ability to encode or retrieve that task's goal information. Instead, the
Interruption Recovery Goal account offers that participants, along with strengthening the
interruption recovery goal itself, might have also improved the quality of the goal state
and action sequence information that they encoded. Specifically, Memory for Goals
predicted that the goal state at interruption onset is encoded for primary task resumption,
but simply knowing at what point the primary task was interrupted does not necessarily
facilitate the commission of an action immediately upon retrieval. At best, the goal state
provides a starting point for reconstructing the next action to take. The Interruption
Recovery Goal account builds from the predictions of the Memory for Goals model by
explaining that interruption practice makes participants more likely to encode not only
the primary task goal state at interruption onset, but also to encode action sequences that
can facilitate rapid, accurate resumptions. However, support for the Interruption
Recovery Goal theory as a task-general source of transfer is limited by the range tasks
used in this study as discussed further below.
Goal Retrieval vs. Goal Reconstruction
Previous research has supported the contribution of both reconstruction and
retrieval processes to the duration of resumption lags. Anderson and Douglas (2001)
showed that longer periods between sub-goal encoding and retrieval in the Tower of
Hanoi led to longer retrieval times, and multiple studies have shown that increasing the
amount of time allotted for strengthening goal information prior to an interruption
resulted in faster resumption (Altmann & Trafton, 2002; Trafton et al., 2003; Hodgetts
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and Jones, 2006). Salvucci and Taatgen (2011) discussed reconstruction as a necessary
process for rebuilding goal information that falls below the activation threshold for
retrieval to explain slower resumption behavior. Similarly, reconstruction can be useful
for re-encoding state information for tasks in dynamic environments that do not stop
simply because of an interruption. For instance, Hodgetts, Vachon, and Tremblay (2014)
interrupted participants while they performed a dynamic threat-assessment radar task, in
which the participants had to allocate threat-level and threat-immediacy values to aircraft
moving around the radar display based on parameters given for each aircraft. Eyetracking data from this task showed that resuming from a dynamic task that continues to
update during the interruption led to shorter eye fixations, because participants needed to
scan the various parts of the display in order to reconstruct their situation model. In this
example, reconstruction was a much more appropriate approach to resuming from
interruptions, because the state of the primary task at resumption would generally not
match the goal state stored at interruption onset. For dynamic tasks such as the example
from Hodgetts and colleagues (2014) and many real-world contexts, the ability to
improve reconstruction might also support resumption lag improvements. Previous
research had not yet explored how interruption practice could specifically improve either
retrieval or reconstruction; the available body of literature showing only that resumption
lag times as a whole decreased with greater interruption exposure (Cades et al., 2006;
Cades et al., 2011).
The data reported from Experiments 2 and 3 in this dissertation have started to fill
the gap in the literature by exploring the roll of retrieval processes in interruption
handling skill acquisition. Although the results of Experiment 1A and 1B support
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predictions that interruption handling skill transfers across novel task contexts, the
constant presence of the target disc configuration for both Tower of Hanoi and Tower of
London trials at the moment of return to the primary task made it unclear if participants
were relying on retrieval or reconstruction to resume the task. By removing the target
disc arrangement from the display after each interruption until participants made a correct
move, the designs of Experiments 2 and 3 forced participants to either retrieve a
memorized next action or resort to trial-and-error move attempts since reconstruction
requires a detailed representation of the task goal. Therefore, interruption handling skill
acquisition and transfer observed were concluded to result from the consolidation of more
effective productions for rehearsing and retrieving, rather than reconstructing, primary
task goal state and action sequence information. These conclusions supported the
Interruption Recovery Goal theory by verifying that rehearsing and retrieving information
about the primary task is a mechanism of interruption handling skill acquisition.
Despite supporting the idea that rehearsal and retrieval processes serve as a
mechanism of interruption handling skill acquisition, previous studies and the
experiments in this dissertation do not directly assessed or discredit the possible
contribution of acquiring or transferring goal state or action sequence reconstruction skill
to practice-related resumption performance improvements. The Interruption Recovery
Goal theory only pertains to goal reconstruction behavior to the extent that it describes
circumstances in which reconstruction becomes necessary for primary task resumption.
The interruption recovery goal is expected to remain active until the primary task is
resumed, and hence during reconstruction, so that the goal will continue to make attempts
to retrieve goal information or action sequence information that might gain activation
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during the reconstruction search, meaning that goal information encoding, maintenance,
and retrieval are presumed to provide the largest contributions to primary task recovery.
The results from Experiments 2 and 3 have supported this stance by demonstrating that
resumption lag practice and transfer effects persisted even though the display of the goal
arrangement was removed immediately following each interruption. Unless the
participants were experts at both the Tower of London or Tower of Hanoi tasks, encoding
both the target and current disc configurations (or even one configuration) would have
probably exceeded working memory capacity as each configuration would have required
memorizing position and peg information for all five discs (with Tower of Hanoi discs
also requiring size). Without a target disc configuration display, participants had to either
directly, or by using the current disc configuration display as a cue, retrieve the next
action from memory.
However, the designs of Experiments 2 and 3 were not capable of providing
evidence that could be used to refute the possibility that participants acquired sufficient
primary task skill during each block to allow them to accurately encode both the target
and current disc configurations. In particular, retrieving the target disc configuration
could enable participants to utilize reconstruction processes to rebuild an action sequence
after each interruption. As familiarity with the tasks increased with practice, access to the
target disc configuration and more sophisticated solution strategies would have improved,
decreasing the duration of the reconstruction process. Within this alternate account, the
time to resumption lag asymptote in each of the reported experiments would be
reinterpreted as the time to become familiar with the primary task, and transfer might
simply indicate the degree of overlapping PRIMs between the two disc-moving tasks.
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Currently, neither existing theory nor available performance measures can adequately
tease apart the retrieval and reconstruction accounts of interruption handling skill
acquisition and transfer. The methods used in Experiments 2 and 3 represent a first
attempt to explore the role that these processes play during interruption recovery, but the
methods will need to be refined in future research in order to better discern when goal
information is retrieved or reconstructed following interruptions.
Interruption Context Generality
Much of the interruption handling skill discussion in this dissertation has made
use of the term “transfer” to signify the ability for interruption practice in one task
context to benefit resumption lag times in a novel task context. Theories of skill transfer
have ascribed such performance benefits to either productions (Singley & Anderson,
1989), PRIMs (Taatgen, 2013), or other overlapping rules or processes between the task
performed during practice and the task performed at transfer. A basic claim of the
Interruption Recovery Goal theory, however, is that resuming an interrupted primary task
stands apart as an independent goal. In this sense, the use of the term “transfer” to
describe the shared benefits of interruption practice between task contexts is somewhat
misleading, because the skill that is “transferring” is between the interruption recovery
events, meaning that the transfer is simply additional strengthening of the interruption
recovery goal and its associated productions across interruption recovery repetitions.
Because interruption handling has not been previously explored as a distinct skill,
it was unclear what kinds of performance strategies participants might develop to adapt
the interruption recovery goal to changes to the interruption context differences. A
significant enough change to the interruption recovery goal procedure would be predicted
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to reduce the number of overlapping PRIMs between interruptions, creating a novel
interruption context and leading to increased resumption lag times. Experiment 3 was
used to explore the ability to generalize interruption handling skill across interruption
contexts that fostered differing rehearsal methods, either on-line or off-line, by
manipulating both interruption lag availability and interruption duration across practice
groups. Rather than finding that interruption handling skill either failed to transfer or
negatively transferred, the results of Experiment 3 indicated that interruption handling
skill transferred across interruption contexts. These findings led to the conclusion that the
productions consolidated for achieving the interruption recovery goal were similar
enough in each situation that any differences between the sets of PRIMs were not enough
to have a meaningful impact on resumption time.
Another explanation for the findings of Experiment 3 is that the interruption
recovery goal procedure is not inherently complex enough to warrant significant changes.
If described in the terms of an ACT-R production rule set, the interruption recovery goal
procedure would primarily consist of a small set of productions (or even a single
production) that would repeatedly call the primary task goal state or action sequence
information stored in memory, looping until the end of the interruption initiated
additional productions to resume the primary task through retrieving or reconstructing the
goal information. According to Salvucci and Taatgen's (2008) Threaded Cognition
model, the interruption recovery goal can be maintained in the goal buffer alongside the
interrupting task goal, calling primary task goal information into memory at any time that
the problem state resource became available. As such, the greatest hindrance to primary
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task resumption, and possibly the ability to transfer interruption handling skill, would be
the availability of the problem state resource.
As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the general interruption handling skill
transfer observed in Experiment 3 might have also been possible because of the
similarities between Tower of Hanoi and Tower of London goal state and action
sequence representations that were stored for retrieval. Although evidence from
Experiment 2 indicated that resumption lag transfer was not found to relate to primary
task solution time transfer, the possibility remains that transfer across interruption and
task contexts might have only been possible because of the similarities between the
primary tasks used in this dissertation. As such, future research is needed to verify that
interruption handling skill can transfer across more distinct task contexts.
Conclusions
The Interruption Recovery Goal theory introduced as part of the thesis of this
dissertation was developed in response to the limited body of research that had previously
explored the possibility of ameliorating interruption interference by practicing
interruption recovery. The literature had provided some evidence to suggest that
resumption times could improve with greater interruption exposure (Trafton et al., 2003;
Cades et al., 2006). Although the Memory for Goals model has generally been useful as a
cognitive theory that explains interruption interference as a failure to strengthen goal
information in memory for recovery after an interruption, the model does not make direct
predictions about how these memory mechanisms might improve with interruption
recovery practice. In order to develop the theory underlying interruption handling skill
acquisition, the Interruption Recovery Goal theory extended the goal maintenance
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concept introduced by Memory for Goals both by arguing that interruption recovery is
dependent on a distinct goal to resume the primary task, which initiates productions for
storing, maintaining, and retrieving the primary task goal as well as a declarative
representation of the primary task goal state and any planned sequences of actions.
The data collected as part of this dissertation have supported several key
implications of the Interruption Recovery Goal theory. First, the transfer of resumption
lag improvements across task contexts reported in each of the included experiments has
demonstrated that resumption lag improvements can transfer between novel task-pairs,
supporting the argument for a task-general interruption recovery goal. Second, observing
resumption lag improvements in the absence of an onscreen representation of the primary
task goal state during Experiments 2 and 3 has supported that the mechanism of the
interruption handling skill relies heavily on improving goal information encoding,
maintenance, and retrieval. Finally, the evidence that interruption handling skill can
transfer across differences in interruption lag availability and interruption duration
collected during Experiment 3 indicated that consolidated rehearsal and retrieval
productions overlapped, suggesting that interruption training might be capable of
benefiting resumption performance across interruption contexts.
As a developing theory, the Interruption Recovery Goal provides many directions
for future study. For example, there is a larger problem regarding the generalizability of
the Interruption Recovery Goal beyond the task contexts reported in this dissertation. As
has been discussed, interruption handling skill acquisition might manifest differently
depending on the relative difficulties of the tasks; particularly the interrupting task when
on-line rehearsal is necessary for primary task information strengthening. For example,
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the reported experiments used interrupting tasks that might not have demanded regular
use of the problem state resource, which might have allowed participants to maintain the
current goal state representation in the problem state for the duration of each interruption,
meaning that they might not have needed to either retrieve or reconstruct the goal state at
resumption. Interruptions in the reported experiments also included multiple trials of the
interrupting task, meaning that the problem state was artificially made available between
each interrupting task trial. The reported experiments in this dissertation have also not
provided information regarding possible longitudinal effects of interruption practice.
Indeed, the majority, if not all, of the studies that have examined interruption practice
effects have only shown resumption lag improvements within sessions with 1-2 hours
durations. Moreover, the resumption lag improvements from previous studies, as well as
the experiments in this dissertation, have demonstrated an asymptote to resumption lag
improvement that occurred after only a handful of interruptions. This behavior might
have indicated that a short-term priming effect might have allowed participants to
anticipate primary task recovery events as they became familiar with the interruption and
resumption structure of the experimental designs. Future work exploring interruption
handling skill should attempt to verify not only the longitudinal impact of interruption
practice, but also to observe resumption lag improvements under conditions in which
interruptions are either more infrequent or in which participants have greater control over
their return to the primary task.
The Interruption Recovery Goal theory and the data that have supported it also
have several practical implications. The findings that interruption handling skill acquired
during practice in a specific task-pair context can reduce interruption interference in
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novel task-pair contexts suggests that merely exposing individuals to more interruptions
can be an effective method for training general interruption handling skill. Additionally,
the findings that indicate that interruption handling skill is not, in most cases, dependent
on the development of specialized production or PRIMs sets that cannot transfer across
interruptions means that developing a separate training paradigm might not be necessary
for each interruption context variant for achieving general interruption handling
improvement. Additional research into the nature and limitations of interruption handling
skill and the Interruption Recovery Goal could ultimately lead to improved methods for
preparing individuals to successfully recover from interruptions not only to increase
productivity in everyday work environments, but also to reduce unnecessary risk in the
most unforgiving occupations.
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Figure A1.

Informed consent forms for course credit compensation.
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Figure A2.

Informed consent form for monetary compensation.
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PRIMARY TASK STIMULI
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Table B1
Experiment 1A Primary Task Stimuli

Trial
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
1

Tower of Hanoi Problems
Start
Target
Correct
Arrangement
Arrangement Moves
0_41_532
31_4_52
2-1,3-2,1-2,3-1,2-1,2-3
3_42_51
3_21_54
2-1,3-1,2-3,1-3,1-2,3-2
51_0_432
5_32_41
1-2,3-1,2-1,3-2,1-3,1-2
5_431_2
5321_0_4
2-3,2-1,3-2,3-1,2-1,2-3
3_51_42
31_54_2
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,2-1
43_1_52
43_5_21
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,2-3
5_0_4321
532_0_41
3-1,3-2,1-2,3-1,2-3,2-1
421_0_53
1_32_54
3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2,1-3,2-1
521_0_43
1_52_43
1-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2
531_2_4
5_321_4
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,1-2
2_0_5431
4_321_5
3-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1
53_421_0
541_0_32
1-3,2-1,2-3,1-3,2-1,3-1
31_52_4
21_53_4
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-1
421_5_3
2_541_3
1-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-2,3-1
0_1_5432
1_32_54
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,3-1
41_2_53
0_42_531
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,1-3
43_21_5
42_3_51
1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,1-3
2_543_1
31_542_0
3-2,1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1,3-2
4_321_5
2_1_543
1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1,2-3,1-2
5421_0_3
51_42_3
1-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2
3_5421_0
1_5432_0
2-1,2-3,1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2
21_0_543
4_32_51
3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-3
53_0_421
52_0_431
1-2,3-2,3-1,2-1,2-3,1-3
52_0_431
2_51_43
3-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-2,3-1
432_1_5
4_321_5
1-3,2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,1-2
1_53_42
0_521_43
1-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,1-2,1-3
5431_0_2
5_321_4
1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,1-2,1-3
2_43_51
521_43_0
1-2,3-2,3-1,2-3,2-1,3-1
521_43_0
541_0_32
2-3,1-2,1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1
3_52_41
3_5421_0
2-1,3-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2
Tower of London Problems
0_41_235
35_1_24
3-2,3-1,2-1,2-1,2-3,1-2
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Critical
Move
3
2
0
2
0
4
0
0
3
2
0
0
4
3
0
0
4
3
0
3
3
4
4
0
4
3
0
4
0
0
4

Table B1 (continued)
2
3_42_51
1_4_352
1-2,3-1,3-1,2-3,1-3,2-3 3
3
13_0_452
14_2_53
3-2,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-3,2-3 3
4
5_431_2
52_34_1
3-1,2-3,2-3,2-1,3-2,1-2 0
5
3_51_42
34_1_25
3-2,3-1,2-3,2-1,2-3,1-2 0
6
43_1_52
41_235_0
2-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2 3
7
421_0_53
4_15_32
1-2,3-2,3-1,2-3,1-2,1-3 2
8
521_0_43
51_324_0
3-2,1-2,1-3,2-1,3-2,3-2 2
9
531_2_4
5_4_123
3-2,1-3,2-1,2-3,1-2,1-3 3
10
53_421_0
34_0_152
2-3,1-2,1-3,2-1,2-3,2-1 0
11
21_3_54
41_325_0
1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-1,3-2 0
12
54_3_21
5_412_3
2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,3-2,1-3 0
13
1_52_43
154_32_0
2-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,1-2,3-1 0
14
1_2_543
451_2_3
3-2,1-2,3-1,3-1,2-1,2-3 0
15
3_512_4
3_2_154
2-1,3-1,2-3,2-3,1-3,1-2 0
16
4_321_5
234_1_5
2-3,1-3,2-1,2-1,3-1,3-2 2
17
321_0_54
432_1_5
1-2,1-2,1-2,3-1,2-1,2-1 3
18
0_32_541
2_43_51
2-1,3-1,2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3 3
19
452_3_1
42_0_153
2-3,1-2,3-2,1-3,2-3,2-1 3
20
451_3_2
13_4_25
1-2,1-3,1-3,2-1,2-1,3-2 0
21
54_1_32
4_215_3
2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,1-2,3-1 0
22
5_132_4
5_3_241
3-1,2-3,1-3,2-1,2-3,1-2 4
23
32_0_514
21_4_53
3-2,3-2,1-2,1-3,2-1,2-1 3
24
23_41_5
3_4_152
3-1,2-3,1-3,1-2,1-3,2-1 0
25
4_51_23
142_5_3
1-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,3-1,2-3 4
26
512_4_3
0_124_35
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-2,1-3 0
27
2_435_1
24_3_51
3-1,2-3,1-3,2-3,2-1,3-2 0
28
2_43_51
12_453_0
1-2,3-1,2-1,2-1,3-2,1-2 0
29
521_43_0
25_41_3
2-3,1-2,1-3,1-2,3-1,2-1 0
30
3_52_41
0_543_21
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-3,1-3,1-2 0
Note. The numbers in both “arrangement” columns represent specific discs, and discs
stacked on different pegs are separated by an underscore. Discs farther to the right in each
peg stack are higher on the stack. The numbers in the Correct Move column indicate a
starting peg and ending peg (separated by a dash) for each move in a trial. Pegs were
labeled 1, 2, and 3 in the Correct move column, matching with the three peg stacks in the
arrangement columns, which were represented in order from far left (1) to far right (3).
Trials were represented using this format in all experiments.
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Table B2
Experiment 1B Primary Task Stimuli

Trial
Order
1

Start
Arrangement
0_41_532

2

3_42_51

3

51_0_432

4

5_431_2

5

3_51_42

6

43_1_52

7

5_0_4321

8

421_0_53

9

521_0_43

10

531_2_4

11

2_0_5431

12

53_421_0

13

31_52_4

14

421_5_3

15

0_1_5432

16

41_2_53

17

43_21_5

Tower of Hanoi Problems
Target
Correct
Arrangement
Moves
31_4_52
2-1,3-2,1-2,3-1,2-1,23
3_21_54
2-1,3-1,2-3,1-3,1-2,32
5_32_41
1-2,3-1,2-1,3-2,1-3,12
5321_0_4
2-3,2-1,3-2,3-1,2-1,23
31_54_2
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,21
43_5_21
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,23
532_0_41
3-1,3-2,1-2,3-1,2-3,21
1_32_54
3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2,1-3,21
1_52_43
1-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-1,32
5_321_4
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,12
4_321_5
3-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2,31
541_0_32
1-3,2-1,2-3,1-3,2-1,31
21_53_4
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1,21
2_541_3
1-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-2,31
1_32_54
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,31
0_42_531
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,13
42_3_51
1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,13
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Critical
Move
2
0
2
0
4
0
0
3
2
0
0
4
3
0
0
4
3

Table B2 (continued)
18

2_543_1

19

4_321_5

20

5421_0_3

21

3_5421_0

22

21_0_543

23

53_0_421

24

52_0_431

25

432_1_5

26

1_53_42

27

5431_0_2

28

2_43_51

29

521_43_0

30

3_52_41

1

0_41_235

2

3_42_51

3

13_0_452

4

5_431_2

5

3_51_42

6

32_1_54

31_542_0

3-2,1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1,32
2_1_543
1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1,2-3,12
51_42_3
1-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-1,32
1_5432_0
2-1,2-3,1-3,1-2,3-1,32
4_32_51
3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1,23
52_0_431
1-2,3-2,3-1,2-1,2-3,13
2_51_43
3-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-2,31
4_321_5
1-3,2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,12
0_521_43
1-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,1-2,13
5_321_4
1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,1-2,13
521_43_0
1-2,3-2,3-1,2-3,2-1,31
541_0_32
2-3,1-2,1-3,2-3,2-1,31
3_5421_0
2-1,3-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,32
Tower of London Problems
35_1_24
3-2,3-1,2-1,2-1,2-3,12
1_4_352
1-2,3-1,3-1,2-3,1-3,23
14_2_53
3-2,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-3,23
52_34_1
3-1,2-3,2-3,2-1,3-2,12
34_1_25
3-2,3-1,2-3,2-1,2-3,12
4_23_51
2-3,1-2,1-2,3-2,3-1,23
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0
3
3
4
4
0
4
3
0
4
0
0
0

4
3
3
0
0
4

Table B2 (continued)
7

421_0_53

0_154_32

8

23_0_451

51_324_0

9

531_2_4

5_4_123

10

53_421_0

34_0_152

11

21_3_54

41_325_0

12

54_3_21

5_412_3

13

1_52_43

154_32_0

14

1_2_543

451_2_3

15

3_512_4

3_2_154

16

4_321_5

234_1_5

17

321_0_54

432_1_5

18

0_32_541

2_43_51

19

452_3_1

42_0_153

20

451_3_2

13_4_25

21

54_1_32

4_215_3

22

5_132_4

5_3_241

23

32_0_514

21_4_53

24

23_41_5

3_4_152

25

4_51_23

142_5_3

26

512_4_3

0_124_35

1-2,3-1,3-2,1-3,1-3,12
1-2,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-1,32
3-2,1-3,2-1,2-3,1-2,13
2-3,1-2,1-3,2-1,2-3,21
1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-1,32
2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,3-2,13
2-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,1-2,31
3-2,1-2,3-1,3-1,2-1,23
2-1,3-1,2-3,2-3,1-3,12
2-3,1-3,2-1,2-1,3-1,32
1-2,1-2,1-2,3-1,2-1,21
2-1,3-1,2-1,3-2,1-2,13
2-3,1-2,3-2,1-3,2-3,21
1-2,1-3,1-3,2-1,2-1,32
2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,1-2,31
3-1,2-3,1-3,2-1,2-3,12
3-2,3-2,1-2,1-3,2-1,21
3-1,2-3,1-3,1-2,1-3,21
1-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,3-1,23
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-2,13
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3
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
3
3
3
0
0
4
3
0
4
0

Table B2 (continued)
27

2_435_1

24_3_51

28

2_43_51

12_453_0

29

521_43_0

25_41_3

30

3_52_41

0_543_21

3-1,2-3,1-3,2-3,2-1,32
1-2,3-1,2-1,2-1,3-2,12
2-3,1-2,1-3,1-2,3-1,21
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-3,1-3,12

0
0
0
0

Table B3
Experiments 2 & 3 Primary Task Stimuli
Start
Arrangement
0_41_532
3_42_51
51_0_432
5_431_2
3_51_42
43_1_52
5_0_4321
421_0_53
521_0_43
531_2_4
2_0_5431
53_421_0
31_52_4
421_5_3
0_1_5432
41_2_53
43_21_5
2_543_1
4_321_5
5421_0_3
3_5421_0
21_0_543
53_0_421
52_0_431
432_1_5
1_53_42
5431_0_2

Tower of Hanoi Problems
Target
Correct
Arrangement
Moves
31_4_52
2-1,3-2,1-2,3-1,2-1,2-3
3_21_54
2-1,3-1,2-3,1-3,1-2,3-2
5_32_41
1-2,3-1,2-1,3-2,1-3,1-2
5321_0_4
2-3,2-1,3-2,3-1,2-1,2-3
31_54_2
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,2-1
43_5_21
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,2-3
532_0_41
3-1,3-2,1-2,3-1,2-3,2-1
1_32_54
3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2,1-3,2-1
1_52_43
1-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2
5_321_4
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,1-2
4_321_5
3-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1
541_0_32
1-3,2-1,2-3,1-3,2-1,3-1
21_53_4
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-1
2_541_3
1-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-2,3-1
1_32_54
3-1,2-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,3-1
0_42_531
2-3,1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,1-3
42_3_51
1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,1-3
31_542_0
3-2,1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1,3-2
2_1_543
1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1,2-3,1-2
51_42_3
1-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2
1_5432_0
2-1,2-3,1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2
4_32_51
3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-3
52_0_431
1-2,3-2,3-1,2-1,2-3,1-3
2_51_43
3-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,3-2,3-1
4_321_5
1-3,2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,1-2
0_521_43
1-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,1-2,1-3
5_321_4
1-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,1-2,1-3
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Critical
Move
3
4
3
3
4
4
3
4
3
4
3
4
4
3
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
4
4
3
4
3
3

Trial Type Order
Type
Order
Interruption
Interruption
Regular
Interruption
Blank
Interruption
Regular
Blank
Interruption
Interruption
Blank
Regular
Blank
Interruption
Regular
Blank
Interruption
Interruption
Blank
Interruption
Regular
Interruption
Interruption
Blank
Interruption
Interruption
Regular

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Table B3 (continued)
2_43_51
521_43_0
3_52_41
0_41_235
3_42_51
13_0_452
5_431_2
3_51_42
32_1_54
421_0_53
23_0_451
531_2_4
53_421_0
21_3_54
54_3_21
1_52_43
1_2_543
3_512_4
4_321_5
321_0_54
0_32_541
452_3_1
451_3_2
54_1_32
5_132_4
32_0_514
23_41_5
4_51_23
512_4_3
2_435_1
2_43_51
521_43_0
3_52_41

521_43_0
1-2,3-2,3-1,2-3,2-1,3-1
541_0_32
2-3,1-2,1-3,2-3,2-1,3-1
3_5421_0
2-1,3-1,3-2,1-3,1-2,3-2
Tower of London Trials
35_1_24
3-2,3-1,2-1,2-1,2-3,1-2
1_4_352
1-2,3-1,3-1,2-3,1-3,2-3
3_521_4
3-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,1-2,3-1
52_14_3
3-1,2-1,2-3,2-3,1-2,3-2
34_1_25
3-2,3-1,2-3,2-1,2-3,1-2
4_23_51
2-3,1-2,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-3
0_243_51
3-2,1-3,2-3,1-2,1-2,3-2
14_32_5
1-2,1-2,3-1,3-2,3-1,2-3
5_4_123
3-2,1-3,2-1,2-3,1-2,1-3
54_0_231
2-1,2-3,1-2,1-3,2-3,2-1
41_325_0
1-3,1-2,3-2,3-1,2-1,3-2
5_412_3
2-3,1-2,3-1,3-2,3-2,1-3
154_32_0
2-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,1-2,3-1
1_45_32
2-1,3-1,3-2,3-2,1-3,1-3
5_23_41
2-1,2-3,2-3,1-2,1-2,3-1
45_13_2
3-1,2-1,2-3,2-3,1-2,3-2
352_4_1
3-2,3-2,1-3,1-3,2-1,3-1
24_1_53
2-1,2-1,3-2,1-2,3-1,2-3
24_0_153
1-2,1-3,1-3,2-1,3-1,2-3
13_4_25
1-2,1-3,1-3,2-1,2-1,3-2
4_215_3
2-1,3-2,1-2,1-3,1-2,3-1
5_3_241
3-1,2-3,1-3,2-1,2-3,1-2
13_4_52
3-2,3-2,1-3,1-3,2-1,3-1
3_4_152
3-1,2-3,1-3,1-2,1-3,2-1
142_5_3
1-3,2-1,3-1,3-2,3-1,2-3
25_1_34
2-3,1-3,1-2,1-2,3-1,2-1
24_3_51
3-1,2-3,1-3,2-3,2-1,3-2
12_453_0
1-2,3-1,2-1,2-1,3-2,1-2
53_24_1
1-3,1-3,2-1,2-1,3-2,1-2
13_5_24
1-2,3-1,2-1,3-1,2-3,1-3

4
4
4

Interruption
Blank
Regular

28
29
30

4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
3
4
3
3
3
3

Interruption
Interruption
Interruption
Blank
Regular
Interruption
Interruption
Interruption
Interruption
Blank
Blank
Regular
Interruption
Regular
Blank
Interruption
Interruption
Interruption
Interruption
Blank
Regular
Interruption
Interruption
Regular
Interruption
Blank
Regular
Blank
Blank
Regular

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Note: Problems presented in a random order across trials. Only trial type had a fixed
order, which is shown in the two farthest right columns for each primary task.
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